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STAYIN' ALIVE
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QB Jon Rivera heads into his second
game hoping for another MAC win.
-SEE SPORTS, Bl

The first featured apartment
for UCF Cribs isfinally here.
-SEE LIFESTYLES, B3
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AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Flags in three buildings were torn from their staffs Tuesday morning. Above, only trace amounts
of a flag remain hanging from a wall in the Communications Building Room 101.

Less than a month after the
controversial installment of
American flags in UCF classrooms beg'all, UCF Police are
investigating tne vandalism of
several flags throughout campus.
On Tuesday, at least nine
flags in the Communications,
Visual Arts, and Math and
Physics buildings were torn
· down and stolen. Most of the
damage occurred in the Math
and Physics Building, where
flags were missing from every
floor. All but one flag had been
replaced before students arrived
for classes on Wednesday, maintenance . supervisor Wanda
Daberko said.
The flag installation project,
with a goal of putting one flag in
every classroom on campus, was ·
abOut 97 percent completed
when the vandalism took place,
Buzz Clark, a maintenance engineer for the UCF Physical Plant,
said.
Rebuilding on a Conservative
Kornerstone, or ROCK, the stu-.
dent group that donated the
flags, raised enough money for
the .original flag purchase to

"The person that did 'it ought
to be punished. If he's a U.S.
Citizen, then we should
prosecute the ·sucker for ·
defacing the American flag."
)

cover the cost of extra flags. 'We
were given so many extra [flags]
that we take them out as needed," Clark said. "Because of the
surplus, they have enough to
replace the damaged ones."
Professor John Cannon was
angered to learn the flag in
Room 405 of the Math and
Physics Building, where he
teaches his Calculus ID class,
had been'torn from its staff.
"The person that did it ought
to be punished. If he's a U.S. citizen, then we should prosecute
the sucker for defacing the
American flag. If he's a foreign
student that's a guest in our

Traffic accidents
on rise near UCF
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer
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In an area where nearly 60,000
cars travel every day,' many of them
belonging to students in a new area,
- safety is always a concern.
Unfortunately for UCF, the intersection of Alafaya Trail and University
Boulevard has been the scene of 29
major accidents so far this year,
involving serious injuries or criminal behavior.
A quick poll around campus
doesn't reveal many surprises
about the perceived traffic safety
around campus. "No, it's not. It's
not safe, especially University and
Alafaya," said senior Andrea
Wess er.
"No one around here knows how
to drive," said sophomore Samuel
Weitzner.
The reason students don't feel
safe Ihight not have anything to do

SGA Senate run-off results
College I Seat Winner(% votes)
CAS/3
CAS/4
CASIS
CAS/8
CASI 13
CBA/9
EDUC I 3
EDUC/S
ENGR I 1
ENGR/ 2
ENGR/6
ENGR/7
HPA/2
HPA/6
OPTICS/ 1
BREVARD/1

specifically with the UCF area, but
may be the result of a larger problem. In 2001, Orlando had 18.8 traffic related fatalities per 100,000 people, the highest rate of any city in
the nation, as compiled by The
Road Information Program, a nonprofit safety group.
Despite that alarming figure, the
contribution of inexperienced student drivers cannot be discounted.
According
to
the
Florida
Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles, the 21-24 age group
is most at risk to be involved in a car
. accident, accounting for 48,228
accidents state-wide, 525 fatal, in
2001. Reckless behavior, aboveaverage alcohol consumption and
general inexperience are just some
of the factors that caused the aboveaverage accident totals.
To keep track of serious acciPLEASE SEE

UNIVERSITY ON A2
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Linda Mackey stands up in
front of the class. In a flawless
Castilian accent she says, ''I'm
sorry professor, but the dog ate
my homework." While other students in the Spanish lecture stifle
their laughter, Mackey' s face
giows from giggling.
Not typical behavior from a
54-year-old, but the return to the
classroom among people of
Mackey's age could become a
CQmmon trend.
Increased numbers of professionals are returning to · higher
education, accordingto an article
published last month in the New
York Times. Many are returning
to school to become teachers.
Mackey retired from the U.S.
Navy ill the early '90s after working in computer technology and
information systems on aircrafts
and ships for 22 years. She
enrolled in courses at UCF last
year. Mackey is working on a

l

"I'm doing
right now what
I really w.ant to
do with my life.
, I want to be a
teacher."
- LINDA MACKEY
FORMER U.S. NAVY COMPUTER
TECH SPECIALIST

master's degree in Spanish so
that she can teach at a community college.
"I'm doing right now what I
really want to do with my life,"
she said. "I want to be a teacher."
Thousands of other professionals are changing gears
toward education. More than 55
percent of the candidates in post-

Andrew Dilliner (45.6)
Kailon Shrum (41.3)
Brittney Rutledge (47.8)
Mary Chris Ellett (49)
Matt Shannon (40.4)
Kristen Perpall(24.4}
Write-in candidates (39.2)
Write-in candidates (22)
Dan Reiner (30.7)
John Kaiser (31.9)
Mark White (27)
Nichole Ederer (24.8)
David Rosenthal (42.2)
Jen Schunatz (49.6)
Write-in candidates (23.7)

A vote for Wonder

Woman won't·Work
· ASHLEY ROBERTSON!CHITRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The intersection of University Boulevard and Alafaya Trail has seen more accidents than
other entrances to campus. Orlando has the highest traffic fatality rate nationwide.

It's back to class for·adults who want to teach
Senior Staff Writer

Nathan Mitchell (54.4)
Michael J.G. Mclaughlin (5!f.7)
Andrew Houchins (52.2)
Sara M. Hunt (51)
John Avola (59.6)
Sean Lavin (75.6)
Ashly Ramsey (60.8)
Michael Henry (78)
Pavan Talakala (69.3)
C. Hunter Singh (68.1)
Keith Rea (73)
Bryan Herde (75.2)
Amy E. Ridge (57.8)
Joshua Wagoner (50.4)
Matthew Fisher (76.3)
No winner declared

Runoff opponent (%votes)

SOURCE: STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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CHRISTINE DELLERT

versity prosecute the suspect or
suspects accordingiy.
"My daddy was born on the
Fburth of July and served World
War II in the Army Air Corps so
needless to say I'm very committed to the country and to the flag
and I do not look kindly to anyone who desecrates the
American flag," Morgan said.
"I don't know if it's still a
felony to deface the American
fl;:ig, but I believe if you have a
problem with anything, be it
- JOHN CANNON
hanging the American flag or be
MATHEMATICS PROFESSOR
it the color of the walls, there are
proper procedures to go through
to make those objections known.
country; then we should ship him It is not necessary to break the
right back to where he came law to voice your opinion in this
from and we should say, 'Since country."
you hate our guts, go join your
The installment of the flags
foreign policy or your :war gained national attention this
department, and we'll kill your summer when ROCK proposed
ass."'
that the Student Government
Professor Thomas Morgan. Association fup.d a project that
said while he did not notice the would install flags in every classflag in his classroom - Room room at UCF. Critics and propo101 of the Communications nents of the project debated the
'
Building - was missing, he was issue for months.
· After an SGA Senate vote that
disappointed that someone
would damage such a syinbol. denied funding for the flags,
He said that as a person who has ROCK raised funds for the projlived through a nuinber of wars, ect on its own with financial
he hopes that once the vandals
PLEASE SEE TEACHERS ON AS
are caught, the law and the uni-

baccalaureate teaching preparation programs are moving into
education from outside fields,
said the National Center for
Education Information. This figure .is compared with 38 percent
.
in 1998.
Michael Hynes, associate
dean of graduate studies and
research in the College of
Education, said he has seen an
increase in the .number of postgraduates who want to return to
the classroom from ·outside
careers.
At a time when unemployment is on the rise and the baby
boomer generation of teachers is
retiring, the education job market draws more people, he added.
About 14,400 classroom
teachers were hired in Florida
between July 2001 and November
2001, according to reports from
Florida's
Department
of
Education. This number is
expected to rise over the next 10
years as Florida's school districts combat increasing enrollI

ment.
"There is a critical need for
teachers in the state," said
Jennifer Platt, associate dean for
academic affairs in the College of
Education.
Many skilled professionals
are also taking advantage of
recently created programs that
prepare new teachers. Often
accelerated and inexpensive,
these programs offer instruction
in classroom management and
certification training to people
without an.eduelation degree.
Tu teach in elementary or sec-,
ondary education in Florida, candidates are expected to hold at
least a bachelor's degree and
pass the Florida Teacher
Certification Exam, composed of
general knowledge and subject
area knowledge tests. Over the
past few years, numerous alternative programs have been created to assist with certification.
This summer, UCF received a
PLEASE SEE

NEW ON AS

After considering his challenge,
the
Elections
Commission agreed to count
only those votes that were cast
for
someone who could com- .
BEN BAIRD
plete the duties of an SGA senaSenior Staff Writer
tor - namely, someone who
Students can't vote for was a registered UCF student in
good standing.
Wonder Woman anymore.
Once the votes for fictional
The Student Government
Association
Elections candidates in his contest were
Commission decided Friday discounted, Ansari had a majorthat write-in votes for the lasso- ity of the remainingvotes, giving
wielding superhero or any other him victory.
Reaves and others spoke out
.obviously fictitious candidate
· are invalid. That decision gave against the decision.
"I feel that if someone logged
Ajwad Ansari a victory in a
close race for an SGA Senate onto the [election] Web site and
actually went down the list and
seat.
With write-in votes for fic- clicked, they still placed a vote
tional characters included in and it should count for the over- '
the tally, neither Ansari nor any all [total]," Reaves said.
Also speaking out against
of his opponents had a winning
majority of the votes cast in the discarding the votes was former
race for Seat 5, representing the SGA Senator of the Year Manny
College of Engineering and Amores. "If they log in to vote, ·
Computer Science. As the top then they obviously have the
. vote-getter, Ansari would have intention to vote - that vote
had to c0mpete agaiil. with the should be heard," Amores said.
Unfortunately for Reaves,
second-place finisher, Matthew
Reaves, in a run-off election this the decision of the . Elections .
Commission mirrors those of
week.
But Ansari decided to chal- other elections commissions in
lenge the original voting results. Florida, including Orange
"There was a Gilligan, and a · County's.
According to Bill Cowles, the
Wonder Woman," Ansari said.
''When somebody is voting for a Orange County supervisor of
person who doesn't exist, that
PLEASE SEE TALAKALA ON A2
vote shouldn't be counted."

SGA election ruling
hands Ansari victory

Around Campus

I

Where is Senator Posey?

UCF fraternities break record

DANADELAPI

Fall fraternity rush at UCF

set a new record the
lnterfraternity Council, IFC,
reported 517 new pledges, a 40
percent increase over 2002.
Men's recruitment dilfers
from women's recruitment, as
it is not based on numbers,
mathematical formulas and
quotas.
Fraternities are
encouraged to recruit all year
and can give out bids at any
time, provided the individual
being given a bid is an enrolled,
fee paying student at UCF.
Greg Mason, Director for
Greek Affairs, states that the
"UCF Greek Community continues to be one of the fastest
growing Greek communities in
the country."
The UCF Greek Community
is also recognized as one of the
top systems in Florida and has
received regional awards.
"Chapters were actually
working hard to recruit and
meet new members. In the
past, some chapter would rely
upon the IFC, when in fact IFC
is a body of elected officers that
do not 'meet new members' for
chapters. The weather was
nice, which was part of it, but
chapters used bad weather as
an excuse last year."
The men that registered ·
also increased. A total of 460
men registered, up from 343
men that registeretl in 2002.
The average new member class
size is 30, and the average
chapter size is 75.

Orange County tax bid flops
Voters rejected a bid to
increase the sales tax in
Orange County by half a cent to
7 percent Tuesday. The sales
tax, promoted as part of the
Mobility 20/20 initiative, would
have paid to widen roads
throughout the Orlando metro
area, and help to pay for a
mass transit system. A lightrail link between destinations
fa Seminole County and the
attractions area was proposed.
Opponents said the plan was
too vague and would have
increased traffic for decades.
Voters rejected the proposal
tax 54 percent to 46 percent.

Festival benefits cancer research
The Lilish Fair Foilndation,
. formed to raise .funds for
breast cancer pre\rention and
research, presents a two-day
woman's music, art and spoken word fest, Saturday and
Sunday at the Central Florida
Fair Grounds in Orlando.
Proceeds from this year's event
will be donated to the Florida
Hospital Women's Center Alice
· T. McMahon Fund.
Tickets for the two-day
event are $25 in 'advance ($35
at the door) and may be purchased through the Web site
www.lilishfair.com, or by calling 407-929-4348.

AIDS presentation Monday .
Alpha Xi Delta, with the
help of UCF instructors Sharon .
Douglass and Linda Potkovic,
present an AIDS Awareness
program 7 p.m. Monday in the
Communications
Building
Room 101. This two-hour event
beings with a informational
presentation on the history of
the epidemic, and the slow.
process of finding effective
treatment. Entertaining activities and simulations will follow,
along with food and a question
and answer session. The presentation is available to the public.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information 'to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to edi. tor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Solutions

Week in Health

Senior StaffWriter

State Sen. Bill Posey has
an office at UCF. As part of
UC F's
Governmental
Relations, Dan Holsenbeck,
vice president of University
Relations, maintains office
space for various government officials. Despite the
fact that Sen. Posey has a
perfectly good office here at
UCF, he has never seen it.
"Sen. Posey himself has
never been in this office."
Dr. Holsenbeck said. The
space in Millican Hall 338 is
used by Sen. Posey's staff
that r'uns his district office
each Wednesday. Since the
senator lives near the
Brevard County side of the
district, the office at UCF
helps him reach all the constituents in the district. The
staff is there for a full day
at ·least once a week The
space is shared with other

UCF officials, including
Greg Schuckman, 'director .
of federal relations, and
Helen Donegan, vice president for community relations.
to
According
Holsenbeck, the space is
set aside for the sole use of
University Relations, and
as vice president, he is in
charge of keeping up with
UCF's government relations. The space would otherwise be unused, so
Holsenbeck has set up a
courtesy office which he
offers to representatives as
he sees fit. "It is a fairly typical thing to do," he said.
'We have a precedent with
other government officials." UCF also provides
space
in
downtown
Orlando for Gov. Jeb Bush
and Lt..Gov. 'Ibny Jennings.
"I see this as good government
relations,"
Holsenbeck said. Since the

NASEEM SOWTI

beginning of Septembe1~ he
has been working with
Sen. Posey on visiting
UCF's
caµipus.
Holsenbeck is currently
trying to set a date within
the senator's schedule so
that he may tour the campus and see the district
office his staff keeps.
Sen. Posey could not be
reached for comment.

Senior Staff Writer

Don't be cheap with beer!

All secretarial
duties for Sen.
Bill Posey are
handled by
Myra
Hoffman,
below.The
state senator
has never
visited his
office, said .
Vice President
of University
Relations Dan
Holsenbeck.

Talakala, Rea accused
of election tampering

Hubbard was told that he was
not allowed to vote on their computer. Mr. Hubbard left Mr.
Talakala's and Mr. Rea's campaign table without submitting a
ballot."
While this same issue was
brought up at an Elections
Commission meeting last week,
it was determined that the
chargE)S were false, as using a
computer is not a bribe.
However, Amores feels confident
that given further evidence, and
a better definition of a bribe
from Black's Law Dictionary,
Talakala and Rea will be disqualified from the election and
the two candidates who they had
beaten in the primary will take
their places.
"If this was taken care of last
Friday; this wouldn't be a problem now on the last day of the
run-off," Amores said on
Wednesday; the final day of the
run-off elections, which began
on Monday. Amores also said the
issue is a matter of a student's
right to privacy and not being
harassed while filling out a ballot.
However, •Amores does not
see a need for any action to be
taken outside of the election,
sayingthat even though this is a
Golden Rule violation he does
not Wish to "ruin anybody's
lives."

Comniunications Day Celebration tomorrow
StaffWriter

Quotes, an advertiSing and
public relations student-run club
on campus, is hosting an annual
event from noon to 3 p.m. tomorat .
Lake
Claire.
row
Communications Day (C-Day)
will feature live music, including
local Orlando band Disinhabit.
The event will also have g'Rmes,
food and prizes.
"C-Day will bring together the
students, faculfy and staff of the

Nicholsoh
School
of
Communications in a fun atmosphere, where they can network
with their future colleagues·and
co-workers," says Elizabeth
Harris, advertising and public
relations senior and C-Day coordinator. .
Frank Stansberry, a professor
in the Nicholson School of
Communications, said he is looking forward to socializing and
interactingwith students and fellow teachers in a more casual
setting. He also feels that this is a

great opportunity "for Quotes
and its members to give back to
the school and the people
involved with the Nicholson
School:'
Quotes is preparing for this
event by word of mouth ' and
sidewalk art. They also have
created clever flyers to promote
C-Day. One of the flyers reads
"Lost Puppy," which catches the
attention of students walking to
class. Instead 'of learning about a
lost dog, students and teachers
discover the activities that Win be

Ecstasy can kill

1

Ecstasy; a drug also known
as "E," "Swallow," "White
Doves," "Yellow Callies", "X",
"XTC" and "Love Doves," was
, developed and patented in
1914 in Germany. It was
meant to be used for pgychiatric patients and people looking to lose weight. However,
its medical use ceased in 1986,
when it was found to cause
brain damage in animals.
Among young people, ecstasy
is deemed harmless, and it is
known to cause euphoric and
exhilarated states, as well as
heightened emotional and
sensory experiences · in its
users. However, use of ecstasy over time changes the
structure of the brain and can
inhibit the brain's production
of serotonin, the"feel-good
hormone." There have been
cases of people dying of heat
strokes, heart failure, stroke,
blood clotting and liver damage biter using ecsta&y. New
research shows that ecstasy
is as lethal by itself as when it
is used in combination with
alcohol and cocaine.

taking place on C-Day.
In previous years, C-Day
averaged 250 student attendees.
This year, Quotes expects an
even bigger crowd of students,
faculty and staff. Stansberry
encour~s people to participate
in C-Day; emphasizing that "no
one is going to get smarter, richer or better looking as a result of
C-Day; but if we have some fun,
g-et to know each other better,and
maybe strike a new relationship
or two, then it will be a huge success."

Poisonous alcohol

Al

accident, which happened on
Feb. 6.

dents, the Orange County Traffic
Engineering Division · organizes
the total number of long-form
reports by in~ersection. "Long
form" is the term applied to accidents that involve significant
injuries or criminal behavior
such as DUI or leaving the scene
of an accident.
This year there have been 26
long-form accidents at the four
primary Alafaya Trail UCF
entrances: University Boulevard,
Centarus Drive, Central Florida
and
Boulevard,
Gemiill/Corporate Boulevards.
The bulk of these accidents
have occurred at the intersection,
of Alafaya and University, which
has had 21 this year. The most
recent collision was a low-speed
rear end collision on Aug. 21,
after which the offending driver
fled the scene. Last year, only 16
accidents were reported by the
same date.
Alafaya at Centarus Drive
was the safest of all the intersections, with only one long-form

There have been no traffic
related fatalities on Alafaya Trail
this year.
Hc~w accident-prone an intersection is depends on multiple
factors. One of the most obvious
is whether or not school is in session. According to figures collected by the FHSMY, about 1,000
more statewide accidents occur
in August than in July, and about
2,000 more than in June. Another
factor which affects driver safety
is the time of day. There are a
disproportionate amount of
crashes that occur around dusk,
a time when many students are
commuting home.
The quality of the layout of
the roads is another determining
factor. Alafaya features several
qualities of safe roads as
described by TRIP. It features a
mediftn, clearly marked turn
lanes, bicycle lanes, and full sidewalks. However, the large longterm construction zones on
Alafaya offset some of the safety
benefits.
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Medical errors cost $9.3 billion

AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Wet road conditions Tuesday night contributed to another of the typical accidents found
around UCF. Acar tore through a University Blvd. median into oncomiog traffic, claiming
a shrub.There were no injuries, according to officials on scene.

A handful of c9mmon :inedical complications kill more
than 32,500 U.S. hospital
patients every year and add
$9.3 billion annually to hospital charges, according to one
of the first ~dies to put a
price tag on unexpected harm
to patients.
The study, which appears
in this week's Journal of the
American
Medical
Association, estimates that
the same 18 categories of
injury- ranging from postoperative sepsis to surgicaj tools
left in patients' bodies - force
people to . extend hospital
stays by a combined 2.4 million days a year.
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Nine students recently died
after breaking into a school
laboratory · and drinking •
methanol. Methanol, or wood
alcohoL is an extremely dangerous type of alcohol that can
cause blindness. If sufficient '
amounts of it are ingested, it
can lead to death. Ethanol, on
the other hand, is the alcohol ...
found in alcoholic drinks.
Methanol initially has the ,
same effects on the body as
ethanol. However, the body '
does not break it down in the
same way; and as a result;
highly toxic metabolic byproducts are produced from '
its breakdown. These byproducts can cause the following symptoms within 36 •
hours: confusion, vomiting,
blurred vision and pain in the
upper central region of the
abdomen. It can ·eventually •
lead to seizures, kidney failure and irreversible visual
impairment or death.

University and Alafaya is UCF's worst intersection
FROM

•

PHOTOS BY ANGELA KAlSARELIS I CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE

outlandish that it's ridiculous,
they should still get a vote."
While Cowles agrees with the
point of view that everyone
deserves the vote, he does offer
a word of caution to those who
would vote for a candidate not
their name on the ballot." qualified to run. "It's freedom of
FROM Al
Cowles . added that in cases expression, but then on the
elections, write-in votes for can- where there are a large number other hand they should be realdidates do not get counted in of write-ins for candidates who istic to know that when they do
Florida unless the candidate haf? are not preregistered, including [vote] that it is going to affect
registered with the Division of fictional characters such as [the election.]"
SGA Supervisor of Elections
Elections as a write-in.
Mickey Mouse, those votes are
Michael Romero asked that stu"They have to actually regis- thrown out.
ter as a write-in candidate,"
Still, Reaves says the votes dents in future ·elections write
Cowles said. "They don't pay should have counted. "Every "none of the above" if they don't
qualifying fees because of hard- student's vote should count," want to vote for a real candidate,
ship or whatever, so we don't put Reaves said. ''Whether it's so so the vote will still count under
the UCF elections guidelines.
Another issue to be brought
before
the
Elections
Commission this week will be
whether Pavan Talakala and
Keith Rea used a computer to
bribe students to vote for them
and other affiliated candidates
in the SGA Senate elections.
In a complaint filed on the
behalf of Shaun Hubbard,
Amores charges the pair with
tampering with the election.
"While voting for the individuals Mr. Hubbard deemed competent and worthy of election,
Mr. Rea and Mr. Talak1'1¥a
observed that he was not votirtg•.
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE
for their respective 'straight
Campaigning for runoff elections continued Monday; John Avola, in white, mans a table in
front of the Union where students could vote on laptops. Runoffs ended Wednesday.
party' ticket. 1t was then that :Mr.

VANESSA PASTORE

A recent study shows that
cheap beer spurs drinking.However, it's not the quality of
cheap beers that worries the
scientists and university officials; it's the price of the beer.
Research has shown that students drink more heavily
when alcohol flows like water.
Public health officials put particular blame on marketing
campaigns promoting large
quantities of beer, such as
kegs, party balls and b~rs
by-the dozen that are frequently advertised in bars and
liquor stores in varsity towns.
These cheap beer prices have
also been linked to binge
drinking in collegr students.
Binge drinking can cause poor
grades, physical and sexual
aggression and destructive
behavior, say officials. ·
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Nation and World
Epilepsy drugs may curb food addictions
Soon after a new epilepsy drug hit the
market in 1996, doctors noticed something unexpected: Patients using the
anti-seizure medication suddenly began
losing weight - rapidly.
That chance observation has led to
tantalizing new insights into the underlying reasons why some people overeat
and have such a hard time shedding
pounds. It may also answer the provocative question of whether food can be an
"addiction."
When obesity specialists heard about
the drug's side effect, some decided to
try it for their patients. It seemed to
work for many who had failed to lose
weight by dieting, exercise or taking
other drugs. And recent studies
designed specifically to test the epilepsy
drug as a weight-loss 'aid have found
that it helps people, especially those
prone to binge eating, to lose - and
keep off - significant amounts of
HELAYNE SBDMAN / WASHINGTON POST
weight.
Richard Davis tries on a shirt he used to wear before he
Perhaps more importantly, the drug, lost almost 70 pounds taking the epilepsy drug Topamax.
called Topamax, has led scientists to
explore what c<;mld be a new approach officials are weighing whether to simply
for controlling appetite and other crav- drop the draft resolution.
Although U.S. officials said Tuesday
ings. The drug, along with another antiseizure medication, an antidepressant that they are pressing to pass a resoluand an experimental compound that tion before a donors conference later
blocks the "munchies" produced by mar- this month in Madrid, Spain, they added
ijuana, appears to help some people con- that they may pull the measure if it looks
trol obsessive behaviors, including like its passage won't bring them signifiovereating, smoking and alcohol abuse. cantly more money, troops or U.N. help.
"That has always been an option," State
U.S. may drop U.N. draft resolution
Department
spokesman
Richard
WASHINGTON - Facing U.N. resist- Boucher s.aid.
ance to a resolution that seeks internaThe decision by Turkey's parliament
tional support in Iraq - but encouraged Tuesday to authorize sending thouby signs that at least a few allies may be sands of troops to join U.S. forces in Iraq
willing to help even without one - U.S. lessens the pressure on Washington to

make significant concessions in its draft
U.N. resolution, officials said.
The draft resolution includes some
concessions to both the U.N. leadership
and Security Council allies with veto
powers, among them an unofficial
timetable for Iraqi self-rule and a leading U.N. role. But Washington is unwilling to give up much control or change
the basic framework of a political transition.

the day.of evil comes you will be able to
stand your ground."'

FTC earns court OK for no-call registry

WASHINGTON - An appeals court
on Tuesday allowed the ·Federal Trade
Commission to enforce the national "donot-call" list until it resolves whether the
popular registry violates the free-speech
rights of telemarketers.
The ruling by a three-judge panel of
the 1oth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Meeting sets stage for Episcopalian split
Denver revives a goveril1).1ent crackDALLAS - Two months after the down on the $275-billion telemarketing
Episcopal Church confirmed the election • industry.
of an openly gay priest as bishop, more
Some 51 million phone numbers have
than 2,600 conservative Episcopalians been placed on the registry since sumgathered here Tuesday to stand against mer by people seeking to avoid sales
the action in what could presage a for- pitches. Telemarketers who call nummal split in the church.
bers on the registry face fines of up to
The Episcopalians, meeting at a con- $11,000 per call.
ference sponsored by the conservative
. But the list's future was cast in doubt
American Angiican Council, were poised late last month after two federal judges
for an open break in one of the United barred the FTC from enforcing it. First,
States' oldest and most influential a judge in Oklahoma held that the
denominations. A theological divide in agency did not have the legal authority
the 2.3 million-member church widened to enforce the list. That decision promptafter its highest legislative body, the ed bo'th houses of Congress to pass legGeneral Convention, met in August in islation explicitly giving the FTC the
Minneapolis and confirmed the election power it lacked.
Less than an hour after the final vote,
by the diocese of New Hampshire of the
Rev. Canon V. Gene Robinson as its next however, a judge in Denver ruled that the
bishop. Robinson, an openly gay priest list was unconstitutional because it viowho has been in a relationship for 13 lated the free-speech rights of telemaryears, is scheduled to be consecrated keters. The FTC appealed, but did not
begin enforcing the list last week as
bishop in November.
"We are coming here to stand," the planned.
·
Rev. David H. Roseberry, a keynote
Although the constitutionality of the
speaker declared to enthusiastic list remains to be decided, the appeals
applause. "There is great virtue in just court said it believed that the FTC stood
being able to stand. You remember the a good chance of winning its appeal and
words of the Apostle Paul: ' Therefore scheduled oral arguments in the case for
put on the full armor of God so that when Nov. 10.

Team of physicists claims Nobel Prize
The Nobel Prize was awarded
Tuesday to three physicists from the
United States and Russia who explained
the bizarre bf)havior of atoms at the
extremes of cold - phenomena that
have turned out to have a wealth of practical applications.
Anthony Leggett of University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign developed
the theory explaining a per-plexing form
of helium that seemed to defy known
laws of physics.
Alexei Abrikosov of Argonne National
Laboratory near Chicago and Vitaly
Ginzburg of the Lebedev Physical
Institute in Moscow showed how superconducting materials, which conduct
electricity friction-free, could sustain
high magnetic fields, making possible
everything from Magnetic Resonance
Imaging to high-energy particle accelerators.
"They've had a big impact on the way
everybody thinks," said Princeton physicist Robert· Cava. "These are the first
things you learn in superconductivity
school."
Bbth effects reveal the normally hidden world of quantum mechanics to
human eyes by making large groups of
atoms ·behave as one. It is a physical
world where friction doesn't exist, making it irresistible for technology.
Superfluid helium,. for example, is a
liquid so unique it can flow up and out of
bottles and down through the bottoms of
ceramic containers. The reason is that
at 2 degrees above absolute zero (minus
459 degrees F), the atoms get so chummy that they move together like a line of
Rockettes - if a singie atom moves, the
others must follow.

For some survivors of fire, Great White leader is still a star
JENNIFER LEVITZ
The Providence Journal (KRT)

ALLENTOWN, Pa.-Two van
loads of survivors of the Rhode
Island nightclub fire descended on
Allentown two nights ago to face
Jack Russell, whose band, Great
White, set off the indoor fireworks
that started the blaze.
They faced him - and asked
for his autograph, his picture and

"Oh, right on man. Thanks,
dude. Damn, I was fat," the fortysomething rocker said as he studied his image.
And they belly-laughed.
Great White might have its
detractors - like those who
forced the band to cancel a gig in
New Engiand last week. But since
the fire seven months ago, a small,
unlikely core of supporters has
stood by Russell - fans whose

his rock-star presence.

''I'm Brian," one man told
Russell. "I was talking to you in
the hospital."
"Right on, brother," Russell
said.
"My buddy's gut a guitar out
there to be signed," another fan
said. ·
"Fbr sure, for sure."
Russell was handed a framed
picture of himself.

If You Still Think A Laptop Computer Cost
Too Much Read This •••••
Fast Laptops Under $500
The number one reosrin why students
like laptops is that they are small and
take up little space. The second reason
is that they can take them to class and
the library when things get a little loud
at the dorms or frat houses. Fast, business class laptops are available with warranty at great prices from Lextel.
We provide reliable, off-lease, Fortune
500 laptop syst~ms. We have a variety
of systems to choose from, starting at just
over $200. Call us for details.

for victims of the fire, rather than
hiding. The Allentown stop was
part of that benefit tour.
'We're all part of what happened that night," he said.
"They're doing their best to help
kids who lost families . . . they
should be raised up a little instead
of put down."
The reception all around was
welcoming to Great White in
Allentown - some 300 miles from

The Station nightclub in
Providence, R.I. - where the local
alternative weekly ran a story
abOut the benefit tour under the
headline, ''.A Labor of Love."
The two vans of 20 or so survivors from Rhode Island arrived
in the early evening, none of them
as visibly hurt as was Linda
Fisher, a Cranston, R.I., woman
PLEASE SEE

VICTIMS ONAS

Looking into Law School?

Our Laptops Are Delivered:
1 Completely deaned & refurbished
2 With a 3 Month Warranty
3 Returns honored up to 7 days
from receipt.

Great White memorabilia now
might include a melted backstage
pass.
They are people like John
Fairbairn, a friendly pressman
from Brockton, Mass., who has a
long mane of red hair. He and his
wife bought tickets just a few
hours before the deadly concert
and ended their night stuck in the
door. Yet he is grateful to Great
White for touring to raise money

.

I

Visit our web-site and learn
more about this afforda"1e
alternative.
http://lextel.affordablelaptops.com

"Special Packaged Offerings" for
just $499, while supplies last!

Then take Blackstone's
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I
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Teachers are
furious over·
flag vandalism
FROM

Al

backing from controversial local
radio personality Shannon Burke.
The group eventually purchased
and donated 250 flagB that the
Physical Plant, with the endorsement of UCF President John Hitt,
'installed free of charge.
Burke said he is angered that
• people would have such disregard
for the American flag.
"It's obvious that there are unAmerican, unpatriotic, flag-hating
people who live on that campus,"
Burke said. "I think it's a shame
these people would resort to vandalism of state property, and I
hope President Hitt does the right
thing when he discovers who did it
and expels them."
Emily Ruff, president of
Campus Peace Action, endured a
torrent of criticism during the
debate over flag funding which
lasted much of the summer,
though her group never took a
stance either for or against flagB
in the classrooms. "None of us
have any idea who it is that vandalized the flagB," she said. "We
certainly would not support or
condone destruction of state property."
Hitt sent out a campuswide email on Sept. 11 defending his
decision to allow ROCK to install
the flagB. He said the flag was a
symbol of unity. Then, during an
open forum last month at which
several students asked what the
consequences of removing the
fl.agB would be, Hitt said anyone
caught doing so would be guilty of
vandalism.
According to UCF Police, the
matter is still ~der investigation.

Victims stand by band members
A4

By 11:30 p.m., near show held up his hands. "He's OK
time, the cavernous bar was He's OK," Russell said.
"'Ibnight is not about Great
who sold T-shirts at The Station comfortably crowded; the stage
on the night of the fire and who area was packed and smelled of White," Russell said.
It was about "people, not polhad driven to Allentown with a cig-arettes and perfume.
friend earlier in the day - and
Pretty soon, those standing itics," he said to whoops and
gotten a chance to meet with by the stage could only see peo- hollers from the crowd.
Russell.
He asked for 100 seconds of
ple behind them. This was
The contingent from the where the Rhode Island contin- silence to honor "the 100 fans
vans met with Russell, too, in a gent stood, and it eerily resem- we lost" - the 100 who died in
sort of surreal reunion. As bled the Feb. 20 scene at The the nightclub fire.
The crowd went silent,
Russell posed for a picture with Station. There was even a videoone youngwoman, he asked her, grapher by the stage. Being except for a chorus of sniffles.
One young woman, who had
of The station ~, "So how did hemmed in was too much for
you get out?" She had crawled Andrea Fairbairn, a survivor fled out the windows of The
Station seven months ago,
out a window, she answered. from Brockton, Mass.
And then they smiled for the
"She started having a little broke into sobs.
She put her head on her
panic attack," said her huscamera.
friend's shoulder.
Russell wore jeans, a radio band, John Fairbairn.
station T-shirt, a black leather
Russell came into the spot"Your silence says more
jacket and a black bandana tied light wearing a black Station about yoi.Ir compassion than
your words ever could," Russell
around his head like a pirate.
~Y Fund tank top that
He said he had lost 15 would be raffled off, unwashed, said.
pounds partly because, in arti- at the night's end. He promptly
'We still love you!" someone
cles written after the fire, announced that his drummer, shouted.
And then he started singing,
reporters referred to him as Derrick Pontier, 36, had been in
looking paunchy.
a car accident in the area that belting out the lyrics, "I don't
In an ·interview at The day and wouldn't be at the show, want to face the day." The young
sterling, he said he had also quit but the brother of the owner of woman who had been sobbing
smoking and had "cut out the the nightclub would be filling in. kept crying as she lifted one
booze." He said he will never get Gasps about the drummer went hand into the heavy metal horn
another tattoo, out of respect for through the crowd, until Russell sign.
the West Warwick, R.I., tattoo
artist he visited before The
Station show and invited to the
show. The artist didn't make it
out.
He refused to answer any·
questions about the ongoing
criminal investigation into the
fire, sayiug that was not why he
was in Allentown. The fire
began when foam used as
soundproofing ignited during
the band's pyrotechnics display.
Asked how it was to meet
Fisher, the visibly burned
woman who had come to the
GRETCHEN ERTL I PROVIDENCE JOURNAL
Allentown club earlier that day, Great White lead singer Jack Russell, left, talks with The Station fire victim Linda Fisher.
he said: "It was horrifying. Fisher came to the Hotel Sterling Club in Allentown, Pennsylvania, to show Russell the
What do you say?"
bums she suffered from The Station nightdub fire, which killed 96 people on Feb. 20.
FROM
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New teaching programs prepare novice educators
FROM

Al

$100,000 state grant for its jointprogram with the School District
of Osceola County. The Helpful
Experiences for Alternative
Degree-holders
Systematic
Training to Accelerate the Route
to Teaching (HEAD START)
places professionals from outside fields into Osceola County
classrooms. The year-long program provides mentoring and
graduate-level night courses in
education.
The School District of Osceola
County pays for half of the participant's tuition for the graduate
courses, Platt said.
"They're teaching out of field
but are working to become certified," she added. "By the end of
the school year, they'll have a
graduate teachingcertificate and
can then take the Florida
Teacher Certification Exam."
Platt says 50 people are
enrolled in the program's first
year. They come from a variety of
fields - business, psychology, mil-

itary; enginee ing - she said.
"Most' of them said 'I've always
wanted to make a difference
working with kids."'
Teaching jobs are plentiful in
Osceola County, the fastest growing school district in Florida.
Platt denies concerns that teaching preparation programs will
hurt undergraduate education
majors looking for jobs fresh out
of college.
"They're all getting teaching
positions," she said. "I see no
,
competition there."
With about 2,800 undergraduate education majors enrolled in
UCF this fall, the university produces more teachers than any
other institution in Florida,
according to Platt and Florida's
Department of Education Web
site.
"I know that I'm pretty much
guaranteed a job, and it's not
something that's going to
change," said Jenn Evans, 21, an
English language arts education
major.
While professionals have life

Byrne earned her teaching
experience that can be beneficial
to their students, Platt said, they certification through Orange
do not always have the class- County
Public
Schools'
room management skills of an Alternative
Certification
Program, another teaching
education major.
"I think that's a critical com- preparation program designed
ponent," she said. "You can be for non-education post-baccalauhighly skilled in your subject reates.
matter area, but if you don't have
"It's a great program," she
the (education] skills, it is going said. "It's better than having to
to be very difficult to engage go back to the university level.
. It's cheaper too: $600 compared
those students."
Drew Byrne agrees. Byrne to $6,000."
She says she had no problem
grew up in Alaska and studied
horticulture at the University of finding a job.
Idaho. She moved to Orlando in
Byrne transferred to Gotha
2000 and worked in the green- Middle School in Wmdermere in
houses at Epcot Center.
2002 to teach horticulture to sev'Tm specialized in research, enth graders. "I prefer the midand they had me pulling weeds," dle school kids," she said. "I can't
imagine myself doing anything
she said. "It was hell."
The 24-year-old decided to else but teaching."
return to the classroom as a
Neither can Mackey, who says
teacher in the agriculture pro- she is excited about her future
gram at Olympia High School in career as a Spanish profess01:
"I would like to see more peoOrlando in 2001. "It was really
rough. for me...without the class- ple out there who can go back to
room management skills," she school," she said. "I think retiresaid. "I was just kind of thrown in ment is more a state.of mind than
anything else."
witho~t a lot of help or support."
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What's Ne,vs
The long-missing link in the economic recovery-job growth-may
finally be emerging.
Nonfarm payrolls rose in September for the first time in eight
months, and increases in temporary
employment and the factory work
week bode well for future hiring.
Economists say before long, job
seekers and the unemployed will begin to enjoy the economic recovery
that began last spring. The lack of
job growth has been a significant obstacle to lasting ·economic expansion.
Payrolls rose 57,000 in September, according to a Labor Department survey of nonfarm employers,
after a seven-month streak of job
losses totaling 551,000, one of the,
worst performances outside a recession on record. The unemployment
rate, based on a separate survey of
households, remained at 6.1%, the
department said Friday.
The increase in employment was
barely half the 125,000 a month
needed to keep up with the influx of
new · labor-force entrants and
thereby keep the unemployment rate
from rising. Indeed, such a small increase could easily get revised away.
As President Bush said on a visit to
Wisconsin, "Things are getting better. But there's still work to do."

NBC's 'Happy Family'
Tries to Innovate
In a Rigid Science

Signs of Life
Change in temporary employment,
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By EMILY NELSON .
TUE>IO CITY, Calif.-When
coming up with the set for
the new NBC sitcom
"Happy Family," the
show's creators made a
statement. They added an

alcove.
The set has a living room with a
2002
2003
sofa in the center and a staircase beSource: Labor Department via Economy.com
hind it, an arrangement that dates .
back to the 1950s series "Father
.returned with job offers than did last . Knows Best" and has been used
year.
countless times since. But the creMore and more firms are using ators of "Happy Family," David
summer internships to assess full- Guarascio and Moses Port, wanted a
time candidates, says an official at way to assert their independence
Indiana University's Kelley School over the form. Adding a space off the
of Business. Because coinpanies living room with a dining table' "was
haven't had as many full-time a big one," says Mr. Guarascio.
needs, they hire more interns and ·
This is how television fortunes
then either hire them on a full-time are won. and lost, in one of the
basis or reject them, the official strangest of all artistic endeavors:
said.
the quest for a hot new sitcom. WritAt Emory University's Goizueta . ers must balance TV's hunger for
Business I School, about 20% of the ' something new against a rigid set of
second-year students returned wjth conventions laid down in the 1950s
job offers, and 40% of those have al- and honed to a science in the
ready accepted. The percentage decades since-everything from the
with offers is twice what it was a number of characters to how scenes
year ago.
end with a joke to what names are
At Duke University's Fuqua funny. Finding an interesting new
School of Business, about 33 second- take on old formulas is particularly
year students got job offers out of 322 tough these days, when people can
· who sought summer internships. see decades' worth of innovations
Cox Goes to Mat
The school is already seeing cancel- every evening on cable.
la~ions by companies that signed up
With ESPN, Fox
!ouch That Sofa
for recruiting this fall, but have de- Don't
Thus
the alcove. Sitcom producCox Cominunications Inc. is
cided that they have met their needs ers discovered
long ago that living
ready to slug it out with ESPN and
with their intern classes.
rooms
offer
a
ready
excuse for charFox's regional sports networks over
Many companies that have made
the prices they demand for their ser- offers to their interns are pressuring acters to gather, and the staircase
vices.
them to accept right now. M.B.A. ca- lets characters enter and exit while
The country's fourth-largest ca- reer advisers are helping the stu- talking. Writers are loath to monkey
ble operator is preparing a publicity dents negotiate more time, particu- with what works: This fall, 67%of siton ABC, CBS and NBC feature
campaign that blames the sports
larly because campus recruiting has coms
a living room with a sofa and ·stairnetworks for household cable rates ·barely begun. ·
case.
that rise faster than inflation, say
Critics charge that sitcoms fail
people familiar with the company.
Amtrak to Cut ,
because they are formulaic and the
Cox also is quietly conducting fonetworks risk-averse. But recent efcus groups with subscribers to see
Seasonal Discounts
forts to alter the form haven't
whether they would switch to satelAmtrak is throttling down the ag- yielded big hits. NBC has tried sit·
lite-TV providers if Cox no longer gressive
seasonal discounts it has corns that flout the rules, such as
carried ESPN or Fox sports, these
been using to raise demand for paspeople say.
senger trains.
Last week, Cox Chief Executive
nationwide passenger railJim Robbins threw down the gaunt- roadThesaid
the discounts, which
let. Citing ESPN's 20%rate increase
slashed
coach
fares as much as 50%
this year and Fox's recent request
on long-distance trains earlier in the
for a 35% rise, he signaled that Cox year,
succeeded in winning back
was going to resist. "These request~
.
customers.
Passenger demand and
are out of order," he said. "We sim- revenue increased
over
year-ago
ply are not going to be able to swallevels during the peak summer sealow those kind of increases."
son. Now, entering fall, a slow~r seaESPN and Fox executives say the
son, "things are still looking strong
charges are justified given the popuus" said an Amtrak spokesman.
larity of the networks and the quality for In
faced with weak deBy JEFFREY A. TRACHTENBERG
of their programming, which in- mand January,
and
declining
revenue
caused
cludes ·exclusive coverage of many
laying to the rising tide of inby the slow economy and travel marbig games.
terest. in American history,
ket, Amtrak cut its basic long-disPearson
PLC's Penguin Press
. tance train fares in many markets
World Bank Faults
imprint is launching series
by an average of about 21%. It also
of 50 books recommended by
offered seasonal rates that brought
a board of eminent historians
Tight Regulation
total savings to as much as 50%.
by Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
The World Bank, hoping to spur
Customers responded, and pas- led The
project, "The Penguin History
officials in developing countries to senger demand increased above of American Life," is an ambitious
consider reforms, plans to release a year-ago levels starting in March .. undertaking likely to require at least
survey finding that the least amount
Amtrak expects to have carried close a decade to complete. The effort will
to 24 million passengers in its fiscal cut across all major periods anq
of busine.ss regulation fosters the
strongest economies.
year endec\ Sept. 30, exceeding its themes in American history, and is
The report, covering 130 counprevious record of 23.5 million pas- intended to attract the best historians
tries, analyzes how regulation and
sengers in fiscal 2001.
in their subject areas.
legal systems affect companies'
"History is to the nation as memability to register with the govern- Odds&Ends
ory is to the individual: If you don't
ment, obtain credit, hire and fire
Astronomical pay for chief execu- understand the past you can't ljllderworkers, enforce contracts and work tives
is still rising, a new study stand the present or future," said Mr.
through bankruptcy courts. The
CEOs' total direct compensa- Schlesinger, who will serve as presidleast regulated and most efficient shows:
tion
at
major U.S. corporations ing editor of the board. "There's a
economies are concentrated among jumped 15%
to a median of $3,022,505 hunger for history, as shown by the
countries with well-established com- in 2002, according to a proxy analysis · History Channel, and there is a need
mon-law traditions, including Ausdone for The Wall Street Journal by to understand the American identity
tralia, Canada, New ·Zealand, the Mercer
Human Resource Consult- and vitality in a world so rapidly
United Kingdom and the U.S.
ing
....
The
office market changing before our eyes."
The countries with the most inef- continued to national
The project represents a large bet
deteriorate
in the third
ficient across-the-board regulations
quarter,
with
vacaneies
continuing
to
for
Ann Godoff, who launched the
and laws are Bolivia, Burkina Faso,
Penguin
Press imprint earlier this
climb
and
rents
falling
further.
Chad, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mali,
By Jay Hershey
year after being pushed out of her
Mozambique, Paraguay, the Philip·post as president, publisher and edipines and Venezuela, according to How to contact us:
tor in chief o( Random House Trade
the survey.
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
Group. She is well known for publishing such literary fiction as Caleb
M.B.A. Intern~· Get
Carr's "The Ali'enist," and Arundhati
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
Roy's "The God of Small Things,"
• Salary-negotiation tips for women.
and has been associated with such
More Job Offers
• Do employers expect too much
nonfiction writers· as Ron Chernow
Many M.B.A. career offices have from
job candidates today?
.and Michael Pollan.
noted an improvement in one hiring
Whether the rest of the world will
pattern from recent lean years:
• Uncle Sam wants to hire M.B.A.s
be
interested
is unclear. Even 'the litMore ~econd-year M.B.A. students for management jobs.
erary agent who is selling the rights
globally, Andrew Wylie, acknowledges the topic might bore readers
· overseas. "American history is th~
one product of this country that doesn't export. The rest of the world views
this country with fascination or disdain, but the understanding of its.history through the accounts of its foremost historians seems not to have ,
caught on- even in England." Mr.
Wylie believes he can overcome this.
The new series will be edited by
Senior Editor Scott Moyers, who said
)
it aims to attract a wide audience.
The proposal stage, he said, will help
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
weed out historians whose writing
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
skills may not match their understanding of their fjeld.
The series has already signed five
authors, including James T. Campbell, who teaches at Brown University
inProvid nce,R.L,forabookthatex-.
amines b1 k Americans and Africa.
-40
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For Sitcoms,.It's All in the Formula
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The .cast ofNBC's "Happy.Family," with couch and staircase

"Hidden Hills" last year, a show
about parents juggling their busy
lives in the suburbs. The camera
swooped all over the place, charaG- ·
ters went outdoors, and there was no
laugh track. NBC cancelled it after
13 episodes.
This fall, the broadcast networks
are planning to launch 20 new sitcoms, an average number. There's a
lot riding on these shows. Sitcoms
are the financial backbone of network TV. NBC's "Friends," a huge
hit, brings in several hundred million .
dollars a year in advertising, and its
value goes well beyond that: It pulls
viewers to other NBC shows, driving
up overall advertising rates, and the
studio producing the show gets more ·
than $1 billion for selling repeats.
There's even more pressure on
NBC's sitcoms this year because
"Friends" and "Frasier" are ending
their runs in May, and the network
badly needs another hit. So far,
"Happy Family" has received some
good reviews, but its audience has
dropped since its debut Sept. 9,
which is common for most shows.
The premise of "Happy Family"
is the oldest of sitcom chestnuts: loving parents battling ·with their kids.
"This is a classically traditional sitcom," says John Larroquette, who
plays the father of the family in the
show. "You're viewing a family inside their living room. The form really hasn't changed in 60 years. I
don't think it can."

The challenge is to make the form
seem new enough to viewers who
have seen the situations again and
again. "It happens .all the time,"
says Mr. Guarascio. "Someone
comes up with a funny idea. We're
all laughing and then someone goes,
'Ted Danson did that."' .
Iri June 2002, NBC's in-house TV
production arm signed Messrs.
Guarascio and Port, both 34 years
old, to a two-year: development deal,
paying them to come up with new
comedies. They pitched several ideas
before they hit upon the germ that
would become "Happy Family": How
does a baby-boomer couple react
when their ·20-something son falls in
love with the older woman next door?
Sitcom ideas typically morph as
they pass from executive to executive. In this case, executives wanted
the parents to have another child.
"More kids, more problems, more
comedy," says Shelley McCrory,
NBC Studios senior vice president of
~rime-time series. , That's why
nearly all sitcoms have four to seven
main characters, a cast bjg enough
to ensure a supply of jokes but small
enough to give each actor a meaty
part.
1
Cobbling together a recent
episode, the · show's 10 writers
worked around a conference-room
table and called out new dialogue, often repeating the same line with
slight variation. An assistant
recorded the changes, typing at a

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

•

computer that projected the script
onto a screen in the front of the room
so the writers could seethe new lines.
The day after a writing session,
the actors rehearsed and the writers
tinkered with the script. The next
night, the audience arrived for the •
taping. Network executives believe
that actors need to perform before a
studio audience for their comic timing, and that viewers need to hear an
audience because laughing alone is
lonely.
The studio audience also acts as a
focus group to test jokes. One. scepe
ends with the kids debating when to
tell their mother, played by Christine
Baranski, that they want to skip a ·
party she is throwing. The childre1;1
w.orry that they're upsetting their
parents by skipping the party; but
their parents a.ctually don't want
them to attend. The kids keep tossing out excuses not to go. The punch
line was suppo~ed to be son Tim saying, "Maggie and I are supposed to
watch 'Scooby-Doo."' Earlier, Tim's
brother and sister teased him that
his girlfriend is so much older tha):
he used to watch cartoons sitting on
her lap. But the ·audience didn't
laugh. The writers huddled, and 'th~
actors ran the scene again with a
new line. But only on the third attempt did the audience laugh.
"
New Twist?

•''

The episode's final line, delivered
just past midnight five hours aftw
taping began, was Mr. Larroquett,e
turning to Ms. Baranski, and saying,
"Maybe we've done a pretty good job
with these kids after all." It was tlr~
"golden moment," the stock sitcom
resolution to the episode's problem
that leaves viewers feeling happy. ,
Ex\'.ept in this case, the parents
were proud because their children
were lying to their friends, per rn-e
parents' instruction. That slightly
nasty twist, the writers believed,
would be appealing to audiences wtl0
had seen it all before.
":
Mr. Guarascio says that when he
watches classi,c sitcoms on cable, he
marvels at how heady and innocel}t
it all seems. "If only I could have
worked back then," he says. "The
medium was so new. There were so
many stories. We're putting so much
pressure on ourselves. Back then',
they got away with murder."
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Take a closer look at UCF
graduate study opportunities.

~.)

UCF undergradua'tes have unique o'pportunities that provide a
smooth transition to graduate school. ·
~)

Senior scholars can take graduate classes that apply to both
their undergraduate and graduate degrees.
Accelerated programs that enable students to compiete both
a bachelor's and master's degree in five years are available to
history, liberal studies and nursin~ majors.
Felowships worth $25,000 per year are available to
outstanding UCF undergraduates.

major advanta e
Visit our web site for more information.

. www.graduate.ucf.edLt
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OUR STANCE

Flag vandals sent no
message in attack ·

•
•
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t looked like they were cut
off with ~ves, and hauled
away by either someone
with a grudge or a prankster
with no taste. Tuesday morning someone destroyed at least
nine American flags hanging
·in the Math and Physics,
Visual Arts and
Communications buildings,
and it happened before staff
from the Physical Plant could
even finish posting the flags as
approved by the administration in all campus classrooms.
According to a plant official,
they were 97 percent done
with the display.
. By the time this is published, the flags should be
replaced. The sad thing is, it
doesn't seem many people
even noticed they were gone.
At Room 101 of the
Communications Building, a
teacher completing a class
hadn't even noticed the flag
was ever there, let alone that
it had been torn down. She
said she didn't have an opinion on it, either. Some students
outside of the room knew
equally little of the incident.
Half the students interviewed following the vandalism were unaware that flags
had even been installed in
their classrooms, and they
knew nothing of the controver'sy that surrounded the proposed SGA Senate bill to fund
it. That ignorance alone is disturbing, given that the story

-

got so much media attention,
ment property; and they're far
more beautiful left hanging
even from national networks
than shredded and snapped off
like Fox News.
Politics came alive during
at the mast.
the debate over flags, and it
The Future disagreed with
has stayed alive through
ROCK's tactics to buy and
Senate elections these past
donate the flags for installatwo weeks. There's been vertion after it appeared the
bal sparring, accusations and
Senate had voted against the
rebµttals, but the behavior has display; rather than simply
been reasonable and mature.
against paying for it. We did
That changed with
support the display with
Tuesday's attack on civility,
Senate approval, however. And
when one or more persons
we continue to support the
decided to take something that · idea of flags in the classrooms;
it is no surprise, though, that
wasn't theirs, while desecrating our national symbol.
opposition remains, or that
Unfortunately; it was bound to someone resorted to this.
happen. There were enough
Hopefully it wasn't a memopponents to the flag display
ber or members of the student
body.who committed these
that somebody was bound to
tear down one or more of
acts of petty vandalism. The
message these misdeeds send
them.
During the Senate hearll;lgs isn't clear. It appears to be a
over the flags and whether
simple barbaric act. If it was
SGA should pay !or them,
meant to somehow divorce the
opposition cited a chilling
school from the governments
effect that flags would have in
that ultimately built UCF, it
classrooms - stifling free
didn't happen. If it was done to
speech. Some have called the
show how simple some minds
flag a symbol of oppression can be, mission accomplished.
and they're right, because
The Physical Plant has a
that's their interpretation.
few extra flags that the
Others may call it a symbol of
department will use to replace
freedom or hope.
those that were stolen. If.it
Regardless of the symbolic
happens again, they'll probameaning, snapping the masts
bly have enough still, because
from which the flags hung and ROCK has money to buy more.
tearing them off was wrong. ·
Hopefully it won't come to this
As a gift to UCF from the stuagain. Whoever you are, take
dent group Rebuilding on a
it to the Senate. Take it to the
Conservative Kornerstone, or
school. Don't take a knife to
ROCK, they're now governthe flag.

OUR STANCE

.
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Recall could bring
irebirth to California
I

•

•

t' s finally over. Two
months of frenzied pblitics and the analysts got
it right. Say hello to California
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger.
The beloved former fictional
killing machine successfully
terminated top opponent Cruz
Bustamante Tuesday while
Gov. Gray Davis was being
recalled by the California
electorate.
Since jumping into the
election in August after
experts had said there was
"almost no chance" that he'd
run, Schwarzenegger rose
quickly to the position of
front-runner and stayed
there. Despite accusations of
serial fondling over the past
30 years, he maintained a
substantial lead over secondplace Bustamante going into
the election, which some are
descn"bing as a landslide.
Californians as well as
average·Americans eagerly
await the first actions of the
new governor, who won't be
officially inaugurated until
sometime before Nov. 25.
Expect the plan to be somewhat more specific than
-"pump up Sacramento."
What makes
Schwarzenegger's governorship most interesting is that it
has almost no precedent, both

in the manner by which he
was elected and in
Schwarzenegger himself. The
last successful governor
recall in the United States
was in 1921 in North Dakota.
The only recent precedent
for a celebrity governor is
Jesse Ventura, former governor of Minnesota. Though
previously mayor of his home
town, Ventura, a member of
the Reform Party, was still a
political outsider when he
shocked the country by winning the governorship in 1998.
The straight-talking exwrestler tended to walk a centrist line_while speaking his
mind, sometimes to the disma~ of the voting populace.
Ventura's policies often
veered into and out of
Republican and Democratic
territory, as he and his administration worked to enact
sweeping changes. Among
those was a proposal to eliminate one house of the
Minnesota legislature to
improve government efficiency. He also favored drastic
reductions in social programs, stating that people
shouldn't rely on the government to make up for their
own failings. Whether he or
the voters tired of the affair
first isn't clear, but it didn't

last; with his poll numbers
dropping, Ventura declined to
seek a second term.
Will Schwarzenegger be as
radical as Ventura? That
dqesn't seem likely considering Schwarzenegger's alliance
with the Republican Party
and his moderate views.
What is expected of the
new governor is that he will
be a new kind of Republican.,
one who reaches out to the
common man. How well he
does in that arena doesn't
seem to be an issue. His popularity among the people is
unquestionable. His face is
recognizable everywhere.
He's been Mr. Popular in this
country for two decades.
The issue at hand is how
the man who once played
sword-wielding simpleton
"Conan the Barbarian" will
handle the complex problem
of revitalizing California's
economy; which is larger than
most countries. The $8 billion
budget shortfall that
California expects this year
will be a tough one to destroy
for the virgin politician, but
his inexperience could bring
some fresh thinking into the
governor's office. Those new
ideas could be what
California needs t9 pump
itself up.
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READER VIEWS
Fight against militarism shows grudge Call for engineering alrffiliv answered

In response to your front-page article (Oet. 6)
on UCF's link to the military; I was outraged.
When I saw the third-rate drawing of UCF as an
arms factory; I was personally offended that someone saw my university as a cog in a machine bent
on death and destruction.
Even if we were ranked No. 1 in the nation in
amount of money received from the military; I
would still have no problem with it. The research
of topics related to the defense of my country is
something I would be proud of.
My father flew a Lockheed product for 20
years as a Coast Guard search and rescue pilot,
saving those in need. Lockheed helped America
win WWII, and the leading American ace of that
war flew a Lockheed P-38. Sixty percent of
Lockheed's philanthropic donations go toward
better education programs in 48 states. Saying
Lockheed is a corporation hell-bent on cheating
students out of an education would be a travesty
of justice and an insult to every student at this
school.
This isn't about Lockheed, or even the
Department of Defense. This is about Campus
Peace Action trying to g-et even for failing to rouse
the student body to join in on their anti-war rheto1ric.earlier this year. The only thing left to do, as
they see it, is to rise against the companies and
contractors that design technology for the United
States to defend itself.
Attacking these entities claiming they infring-e
on our education is an affront to all enlightened
students attending this university. I suggest
instead of going after companies that better our
education, that they spend more time in the
Lockheed-sponsored Engineering Building designing alternative fuels, since environmental science
is taking the fall for the UCF weapons of mass
destruction program.
- MITCH HOSKINS
JUNIOR, HISTORY MAJOR

Military money worth the price
Campus Peace Action's intentions are well
meaning no doubt, but talk about swimming
upstream. With decreased state funding, the
Department of Defense cash hog must seem like a
godsend to UCF President John Hitt and other
school administrators. We certainly aren't bringing money in from our football team, so this is the
proverbial cash cow for UCF.
I am giad that they are passionate enough to
state their opinion and put this project tog-ether,
but don't hold your breath waiting for the funding
to stop. It's either use Department of Defense
money or raise tuition and fees. Which do you
think the average UCF student will choose?

After reading the article titl~:~dent group
pushes to break UCF-military link'' and reading the
comments of Jonathan Leto, I thought, "How can thestudent body trust his findings?"
In the article he is quoted as saying ''Why don't
we have an environmental engineering program or
anything like that?" Well Mr. Leto, before you go ,
mouthing-off about the research you are going to do
for UCFs funds, how about you research the programs at your school first. Just for your information,
there is an environmental engineering program.
How about that!
As National Professor of the Year, UCF's dean of
environment engineering is known for his contributions to air quality. I have an easy solution to your
concern with the military. There are hundreds of
other countries to live in; feel free to leave if you
don't like they way it is here.
Those are your choices. Be grateful for-what you
have or leave. I won't feel sorry for you if you do.
- ROBERT DOLEZAL
SENIOR,OVILENGINEERING,MARINECORPSOFFICERCANDIDATE

leave the flags alone
I recently noticed that someone had cut down
one of the American flags in one of my classes. I
wondered if there are really people at UCF that are
so irrational and self-centered that because they do
not like the flag, they should take it down.
Do they think that they are doing a public service
for others? What about the many people like me who
enjoy seeing the flag fly in our classrooms? There
are many things people see during a day that they
may not like, but it does not mean they have the
right to change it to their personal liking. Some
things a person will like, others a person won't. Most
people have learned to deal with that, while others
such haven't.
When I see the flag anywhere, it reminds me of
all the sacrifices people have made to make sure we
can fly that flag. If it weren't for the brave soldiers
and other people who fought for our country; that
flag could have easily been one of a different country.
Whoever disgrared our flag and country by cutting down the flag should feel ashamed. Many countries such as Cuba have harsh rules about leaving
the country; and only a select few every year can
leave. On the other hand, the United states will let
people get up and move to a different country if they
wish. The person responsible for this atrocity may
want to reexamine if this is really the country that
he or she should be in.
- JOHN KIWLEA

Politicians must review costly war policy

Here the Future goes again. Thank you for
revealing your total liberal bias on the front page
of the Monday edition. You published random
comments by the leader of a so-called student
group and published virtually no facts. You failed
to publish any figures about how many UCF students are employed by defense contractors and
how many UCF grads are currently in great jobs
because of their internship experience with companies like Lockheed. Instead, you published an
opinion with no arguments made from the other
side.
In reference to the argument itself, the author
offered no reasonable alternatives to the employment opportunities currently offered by defense
companies. She said some g-eneral environmental
companies should be considered but she failed to
name one company in the area. rm sure she hasn't actually even contacted any corporations
about working with UCF. Maybe if she approached
the UCF administration with a proposal from
another company that would be willing to employ
as many students as Lockheed, her opinion would
be worth reading.
That article should have been put in the opinion section, not on the front page. Maybe if it had
some factual or at least logical reporting, it would
have been worth anyone's time.

Last Oct. 10, the U.S. Congress voted to cede its
Constitutional authority and give George W Bush
permission to use force agIDnst Iraq. Most of these
members who voted to allow the administration's
requests did so with disregard for the voices of concerned constituents, as the country fell prey to tainted media propaganda and - as we now knowinflated claims concerning Iraqi weapons of mass
destruction and terrorist connections.
Our elected officials must conduct a broad, transparent and timely investig-ation of the administration's claims which led us into war agIDnst Iraq. The
men and women who so honorably enlist in the U.S.
Armed Forces to defend our country continue to die
needlessly. The cost of occupying Iraq continues to
rise as the world watches the last superpower lose
its grip in a country it was so quick to overtake.
How much longer will we continue to fund a
poorly planne4 and executed preemptive and unilateral invasion? How much longer can our overex- ·
tended forces - U.S. troops are currently stationed
in 138 countries - stand up to increased threats
and acts of terrorism? How much longer will the
United States continue to ignore and offend the
international community?
It is time for critical analysis of the current
administration's policy. It is time for objective and
judicious investig.ltion into the claims made by
administration officials - and appropriate action to
hold those officials accountable. A new foreign policy
must be instituted, one that will respect human
rights and democracy and promote disarmament
and international cooperation.

- JASON QUICK
SGA SENATOR, COUEGE OF BUSINESS

- EMILY RUFF
PRESIDEm;CAMPUS PEACE ACTION

- STEPHANIE ZAUSMER

One-sided article shows Future bias

The Fi r.' encouragescomments from readers. letters to the editor should n ,'(Ceed 300 word~ and must indude
full nam.,and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and hbet. nd l~tters to edrtor@UCFnews.com,
submitthemonline at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Quest1ons?Call 407-447-4555.
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INSIDE THE

iJCF and Ohio battle to
stay afloat in MAC East
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jon lmran scored the game-winning goal against Stetson, his former team. .
Carries Alex Haynes
had against Buffalo
last week.

Men pull off late

win· over Stetson
Total yards Haynes
rushed for against
Buffalo in that game,
the most of his career.

,

Carries Haynes had
against the Ohio
Bobcats last season.

Yards Haynes rushed
for in UCF's 42-32 win
over Ohio last season,
his previous best.

'J

l

Rushing touchdowns
Haynes accounted for
in both victories.

Thanks to his 52-yard
punt return for a
touchdown last week
against the Buffalo
Bulls, Tavaris Caper>
was named the MidAmerican
Conference's Special ·
Teams Player of the
Week.The touchdown
return was the fim in
live year> for any UCF
player, and it helped
seal the game for
UCF.

The ladies ofUCF
softball return to the
diamond Saturday in
thefimoftwo
exhibition
· ~ tournaments. Play
beginsat11:30am
Saturday and 9:30
a.m.Sunday ...
Volleyball heads to
Troy State to build
upon their 12-game
win streak ... Cross
country will compete
at the Disney Classic
t~is weekend ...
Women's golf will
head to New Port
Richey to compete in
the USF/Beacon
Woods Invitational
Saturday and
'! Sunday... The
women's tennis team
heads to Gainesville
for the Gator Fall
) Classic. .. The men's
soccer team will take
on rival FAU Sunday,
while the ladies will
attempt to rekindle
their winning ways
against Mercer. Both
teams will compete
at the UCF Soccer
Complex.

i

"This wasn't even
dose, but again, the
objective wasn't to
throw for as many
yards as we could
throw for.It was to
win."
-HEAIHOACH
MIKE KRUCZEK ON
THE 59' PASSING
YARDS AGAINST
BUFFALO

"Jon's seen all the
defenses from the
per>pective of film,
but he hadn't really
seen them on the
;) field before. Now he
knows."

l

~

QUARTERBACKS

COACH JAMIE

BARRESI

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports ~ditor

The men's soccer team·needed a late goal from sophomore Jon Im.ran to do away with the Stetson University
Hatters 3-2 Sunday. .
UCF (6-2-2,.2-0) extended their home winning streak to ·
six as the Hatters (3-7-0, 0-2) continue to slip further in the
Atlantic Sun Conference standings.
· Imran scored the game-winning goal late in the second
· half against his former team. The midfielder transferred to
UCF from Stetson in the off-season.
Freshman Chris Crissy scored his second goal of the
season to open the affair for UCF, and Chris Beaulac tied
the game 2-2 with less than 10 minutes left in the first half.
Sophomore goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh saved the ball
four times, while allowing only two goals. 'I)le Knights outshot the Hatters 20-10.
With the victory, the Knights improve to 24-8-1 all-time
against Stetson. UCF looks to improve its streak to seven
Sunday as the Knights face A-Sun rivals FAU at the UCF
Soccer Complex. The Owls (5-5-1) are tied for first in the
conference with UCF at 2-0. The Kriights 'are 13-7-1 alltime against FAU.
The women's team didn't fare as well Tuesday as
Mother Nature interfered.
After a two-hour rain delay, UCF (9-4-0, 4-1) came out
shooting bu,t never could quite connect against a tough
Florida State team, which won 3-0.
Despite out-shooting the Seminoles 16-15, the Knights
missed a few key opportunities in the loss. FSU. (7-5)
scored its first goal less than 25 minutes rnto the first half,
then added two more in the second half to put the game
out of reach.
The loss ended the UCF women's five-game winning
streak.
The Knights look to get back on track as they return to
conference play tomorrow at home. UCF welcomes the
Panthers of Georgia State, who sit ahead of the Knights in
the A-Sun standings with a perfect 3-0 record.
UCF is 5-1 all-time against the Panthers.

Quarterback Jon Rivera and the Knights
travel to Athens, Ohio, Saturday hoping to
· pull off a second consecutive win over a MidAmerican Conference opponent.
·
UCF (2-3, 1~1) will take on the Bobcats of
Ohio (1-4, 0-2), a team that showed up at the
Citrus Bowl for the last game of the 2002 sea- ·
son and provided a surprising display of
offense. UCF won that inaugural matchup
42-32.
Rivera will lead the Knights for the sec- ,
ond straight game, and will continue to use a
revamped running game. The combination
of Rivera and junior tailback Alex Haynes
proved successful last wee]$: against Buffalo.
This week, however, will depend oh confidence and consistency.
"You look at our game last year and it was
Haynes who put the dagger in us in the
fourth quarter," Ohio head coach Biian
Knorr said.
· The Bobcats' only victory this season
came against Diyision 1-AA Southeast
Missouri State in their home opener. Since
that game, Ohio has gone 0-4 and been
outscored 159-95.
Despite the lopsided scoring, the Bo]:>cats
put on an impressive performance against
Mid-American Conference front-runners
and nationally ranked Northern Illinois, losing 30-23 last week
Ohio is led by the legs of quarterback and
running back tandem Freddie Ray and
Stafford Owens. Ray playeq in nine of the
Bobcats' games last season and started in
six of them. V{hile he amassed only 712 passing yards last season, he managed almost a
third of that yardage against UCF in the season closer.
·
Owens is the standout athlete of the Ohio
offense. As a sophomore, Owens playetl in
only eight games. However, he was a triple
threat for the Bobcats .last season, lining up
as running back, wide receiver and1kick
return specialist. He led the team with six
yards per carry and scored eight touchdowns.
This season, Owens has been relatively
quiet, though. In the Bobcats' five games
thus far, Owens has yet to break the 50-yard
mark in rushing. He has yet to break the 40-

JOEKALEITAI CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

UCF amassed 462 yards of total offense in a 42-32 home win over Miami of Ohio last season at The Citrus Bowl.

yard mark in receiving, and, in fact, only has
one game with more than eight yards receiving.
The key to the Bobcats' offense is their
ability to control the clock with the run, especially the option play. While it is apparent
that Ohio's offense has not been effective in
its past four games, Ray has controlled every
part of the running game thus far. He has
accounted for more than half of Ohio's touchdowns and almost all of their rushing.
PLEASE SEEHAYNES ON

Volleyball looks for
win 11 at Troy State

UCF {2-3) at Ohio {1-4)

Athens, 2 p.m., Bright House Ch.10 or 99 (LIVE)

B2

vs.

MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

The UCF volleyball team (11-3, 2-0) will conclude its
three-game Atlantic Sun road trip tomorrow night with a
game against Troy State (8-6, 1-2).
The Knights knew coming into conference play that the
road to a three-peat in theA-Sun was not going to be an easy
one.
,
"Our kids need to understand that th~ 'x' on our back is
very large," head coach Meg Colado said. "That when we go
into someone else's gym, they are going to be gunning for
U&"
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Last weekend the Knights ·escaped the
Music City unblemished against Lipscomb
(2-15, 0-3) and Belmont (0-13, 0-2) with narrow victories.
·
"We definitely had to put a fight," setter
Jenny Frank said. "Both Belmont and
Lipscomb gave us their best game."
Friday night UCF will have to deal with
Colado
Trojan Arena which is one of the more intimate settings in the Atlantic Sun.
."It is not an easy place to play in," Colado said. ·''We will
need to be prepared to handle this hostile environment."
"Troy State always has some interesting crowds," Frank
said. "It's a part of competition, but we have to handle it a
.
certain way."
Outside hitter Emily Watts, who leads the team with 190
kills, is still day-t~ay, but Colado says she hopes Watts will
be available for the match.
Troy State comes into the match stru@ting. In its last two
matches, TSU was blanked by Mercer and Georgia State.
"Their weekend was poor," Colado said "But I have a
feeling that they are going to turn it around for us."
The Trojans are led by outside hitter Rachel Hassan, who
averages 4.21 kills per game and has tallied-219 kills this
season.
"'Their outside hitter has been pretty dominating tbis season," Frank said "We're looking pretty forward to playing
against her. We set it every day in our gym, so we'll just compare it."
Setter Erika Leitzke is the one responsible for putting the
Troy State offense in motion. Leitzke averages 11.27'assists
per game.
TSU is solid in the backcourt. There are five Trojans who.
already have surpassed 100 digs.
''We just have to be mentally focused for everything,"
middle blocker Jana Mitchell said. ''We're all it in together,
and everyone is working hard." ·
The Knights return home on Tuesday against Florida
State from the Atlantic Coast Opnference. First serve is set
~ . 7 p.m. at UCF Arena.
:~
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Head coach Jay Bergman, left, and the .UCF baseball team are 42-41 all-time against USF. Baseball is the only UCF sport to hold a winning record against the Bulls.

Defining a new tivalry
There's more
to UCF, USF ·
than football
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Last year was my first
year here at UCF. I was one
of many transfer students
who come to this university
each semester. However, I
was from a different breed.
For my first two years I
atttpded USF, and one of the
firstjthings I realized when I

stepped foot on-campus was
how much UCF students
despised that school to the
west.
I know what a rivalry is,
how it forms every year
when two schools match up
with each other. I understand
that bitter feelings only add
, fui:ll to the fire, and that the
onlyw:;i,yto get a USF graduate off your doorstep is to
· pay him for the pizza.
It is only natural that UCF
and USF play each other
every year.
When I was at USF we
weren't ·concerned that
much with UCF I know that's
hard to underitand,
but it
I
I

was almost as if UCF was season the UCF men's tennis
just another game. We were team. won 17 straight matchmore
concerned
with es until running up against
Conference
USA
foes the dreaded green and gold.
Memphis,
Louisville, The Bulls dominated the
Cincinnati and Southern Knights 5-2 that day, and
Miss.
more importantly USF
However, looking back at strengthened its hold on the
the record books, the rivalry all-time series 21-3.
seems to be one-sided. The
This year was the first
school that wears the green . time in 18 tries that the voland gold has come away with leyball team was able to
a majority of the victories.
come away with a victory in
The UCF basketball Tampa. Despite the amazing
teams are a combined 9-33 win, the Knights still trail the
against USF, while the soccer all-time series with the Bulls
teams, with a 5-18-4 record, 45-22.
hav~ not fared much better.
And while the softball
Tennis has a 5-29 mar:\~ in
PLEASE SEE BASEBALL ON B2
competition with USF. ~t
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Baseball only sport to lead USF series
undefeated conference foe. school's history.
After the victory, USF football
The Bulls have won 21
team is relatively. young going received some respect .for its straight games at home, though
into its third season, USF has early success, garnering three Raymond James Stadium is farwon both meetings by a com- top-25 votes. The Florida Gators ther away from the USF camonly received two votes.
pus than the Citrus Bowl is from
bined score of 14-4.
· It would have been easy for the UCF campus. That didn't
The baseball team is the only
squad to have success against USF head coach Jim Leavitt to stop 36,044 people from witUSF. The Knights hold a slight_ say that this would be a rebuild~ nessing the double overtime
edge in the all-time series, at 42- ing year for the Bulls as they thriller on Saturday.
Tomorrow night USF will
41. However, that lead has been enter their first football season
look to carve more success into
shrinking recently, with the in, Conference USA.
The fire grew a bit ·bigger its early history. The Bulls host
Bulls winning j'ive of the last
eight meetings on the diamond. last week as rumors abounded No. 17 Texas Christian
Before this football season that UCF had accepted a condi- University with a chance to do
began, head coach Mike tional bia to join C-USA. Had something that UCF has never
Kruczek said these words at the that been true, it would have done in 25 years of football:
kickoff luncheon about the solidified not only the current knock off a ranked. opponent.
potential UCF and USF rivalry: contract that has the two teams The Knights are 0-12 all-time
"It only took four or five years meeting in 2004 and 2005, but it against schools in the top 25.
After the big win against
for those people down there to would have guaranteed an
Louisville, where students were
buck up and schedule that annual meeting for the rivalry.
USF ls only in its fifth foot- charging onto the field and
game."
UCF and USF don't officially ball season in school history, . attempting to · tear down the
meet on the gridiron until 2005, and lost a senior class from a goalposts, the humble Leavitt
but our neighbors to the west team that · went 9-2 a season said, "You win a game, that is an
are already passing our beloved ago. Those were the players honor."
responsible for building the
Whether this rivalry comes
Knights on the football field.
While the Knights (2-3, 1-1) USF football program from the from the top or it's simply just
were struggling with Buffalo ground up. That class included . fan enthusiasm, the numbers
last weekend, the Bulls (4-1, 2-0) Marquell Blackwell, the only prove that the honor has been
were knocking off Louisville, an starting quarterback in the mostly one-sided.
FROM
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Haynes and Rivera look to have
another big day 'on the ground
Bl

passingyards per game, and are
eran squad that
coming off a less than spectacuis lacking in size
lar performance in which they
The injury bug is still playing but not athletigave up 310 passing yards to
a major role for the Knights as cism. It is fast
typically
Northern Illinois.
they prepare for the second-ever and
"I've got to make some things
successful
meeting between these teams.
happen passing," Rivera said.
While quarterback Ryan against a weak
"Ohio's not going to let us line
Schneider has been upgraded to ground game. Rivera
up and run the ball at them
questionable for this affair, UCF running
every play. For me, rhythm is the
Rivera will likely be the starter. back Haynes
Defensive tackle Ben Brinson has the talent and speed to be big key. Get into my drop, get my
and offensive tackle Seth Ulsh successful against this line, but rhythm, find the receiver or
continue to miss time due to the Knights' option play is going check down or run."
to be vulnerable.
injuries.
While Ohio is still looking for
The key to this game is its first conference win of 2003,
The good news for UCF is
that Ohio's defense ·isn't very undoubtedly how many times the Knights are facing a mustgood and has given up more than Haynes is given the ball, as he win game for their MAC Eastern
400 yards per game this season. rushed for 151 yards against the Division prospects. With Kent
The bad news is that Ohio is Bobcats in the final game last State holding a half-game lead
season. Yet Rivera's ability to over the rest of the division, their
unpredictable defensively.
The Bobcats ·allowed 271 throw may be more important. matchup with Marshall this
rushing yards to Iowa State, but The young quarterback complet- weekend will decide if the
then turned around and allowed ed six of 14 passes for only 59 Flashes will remain in first or if
only 36 to Michael Turner and yards against Buffalo.
the Thundering Herd will take
He will need to show improve- over.
20th-ranked Northern Illinois.
With a victory, the Knights
The Bobcats have a weak soo- ment in his throwing ability in
ondary and have been easily' order to pick apart the Ohio soo- can remain locked in a race for
the division title, but a loss would
burned by the passing game in ondary.
Last season the Bobcats gave put UCF's sea.Son hopes on life
each of their four losses.
Ohio's defensive line is a vet- up an average of more than 220 support.
FROM
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The men's ru9bY team, shown in a game last year, easily defeated USF 35-14 on Saturday, improving the team's overall record to 3-1.

Each Thursday, Sport Clubs covers teams
not recognized as official althetic sports:.

..

Water ski

Ten of the 12 teams that qualified recently converged on
The UCF Rugby Football Cll,ib Lymanland USA in Tuscaloosa,
took the field Saturday against . Ala., as the University of
the University of South Florida Alabama hosted the 2003
and won in convincing fashion, Eastern regionals and claimed
35-14. This game featured domi- the top spot for the Eastern
nating play by UCF's forwards, Region at the NCWSA National
Championship, which takes
particularly Shaun Gyger.
With UCF down 7-0 early, place later this month. Perfect
Gyger broke a 40-meter run for skiing conditions ·and a wellUCF's first try of the game, and organized tournament were just
then he booted the ·conversion the start of this competitive
kick to tie the score at 7-7. From weekend.
Heil.ding into th~ jump event,
there, UCF took control of the
game and punished USF's squad. the Kn~ghts calculated scores
The Knights took advantage and sdoring situation to try and
of strong tackling and hard ruck- top the Auburn Tigers, who sat
ing from both the backs and for- with a 200-point lead over the
wards, enabling UCF to have a Knights. Although the Knights
decided advantage in possession narrowed the point margin in
time. UCF used thiS to add sev- men's and women's jump, the
eral tries from many players, lead by the Tigers proved to be
including Rocy O' Connel and too much and UCF came up
· short, ending the Knights' hopes
Dave Cunningham.
·Gyger led the UCF squad with of competing .in this year's
three individual tries, two penal- national cham'pionships.

Ice hockey
Ice hockey opened their season on the road against the
Gators of UF. The Knights routed
the Gators 15-3. UCF was led by

1- - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - -- - --
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UCF Athleticf.mR~HTJfERi. RIGHT ffOtl.
cM

SERIES: Kent State holds an 18-15 lead.
LAST MEETING: Marshall has won the last
eight meetings against Kent State, including a 3412 defeat in 2000.
MATCHUP: Marshall, the defending MAC ·
champion, has not been consistent all year, mainly due to key injuries. Darius Watts, who has 37
catches for 424 yards and five touchdowns, showcased his talent as one of the nation's best receiver in Marshall's upset of No. 6-r8.nked Kansas
State. Kent State looks to rebound from a 34-17
loss against Ball State.
PREDICTION: Marshall 27, Kent State 19.

•

Men's rugby

The men's Water Polo Club
traveled to Florida State
University last weekend, emerging 1-3. The lone victory came
against the University of
Florida's B team. The Knights
were down two starters.
·UCF's next competition is
Oct. 24-25 in GainesVme for the
Collegiate
Water
Polo
Association
Division
Championships, a qualifier for
the national championships.
They expect to be back at full
strength for the qualifier, where
they will see these same feams
- again along with rest of the division.

Northern Illinois (5-0)vs.Central Michigan (2-3)

Kent State (3-3) vs. Marshall (2-3)

- TODD CHEMER

•

. \

Men's water polo

MAC PREVIEW,
SERIES: Central Michigan leads 21-16-1.
LAST MEETING: Northe.r n Illinois pitched a
49-0 rout against Central Michigan.
MATCHUP: With three triumphs against BCS
programs and a 30-23 overtime victory last week
in its MAC opener, Northern Illinois is ranked No.
16 nationally in the Asspciated Press poll. Wideout P.J. Fleck is coming off a career outing of 14
receptions for 234 yards against Ohio. Central
Michigan 109ks to end a two- game losing skid.
PREDICTION: Northern Illinois 31, Central
Michigan 21.

ty kicks and several successful
conversion attempts.
This victory raises lJCF's ·
record to 3-1. This weekend UC:e'
men's and women's rugby clubs
will travel to Boone, N.C., to compete in "Rlicktoberfest," an
annual rugby tournament hosted
by-Appalachian State University.

the outstanding play of junior
captain Kurt Firehock and freshman Nick Roefao, who had three
and four goals, respectively.
The Knights return to competition at home tomorrow and
Saturday. UCF will take on
Embry Riddle at 10 p.m. both
days at the RDV Sportsplex in
Maitland. For directions see
www.rdvsportsplex.com. This is
historically a competitive game
and often gets very rowdy.

·SUPPORf YOUR'
KNIGHT.S!
WWW.UCfatffl•tiGS.COm ·
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7 p.m. - Women's S:dcc:e10 v. Georgia 5tate at the UCE

Fridai October I 0th.
w

Soccer Field (beside the UGF Arena}. FREE admission for , .
•,,
,students with· a valid UCF lO. · AU others pay:·$4 for ad.8Jts B,[ld:
·S2 ,fer children up to age l7:
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, Miami (Ohio)
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Central Florida
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Ohio
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Ball State
Western Michigan
Northern Illinois
Bowling Green .
Toledo
,Central Michigan
,, Eastern Michigan
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Eastern Michigan (1-5) vs. Toledo (3-2)
SERIES: Toledo leads 20-10.
LAST MEETING: Toledo has 'won the last three
against Eastern Michigan, including ..a 65-13 rout Buffalo (6-0) vs.Miami ofOhio (4-1)
SERIES: Miami leads 5-0.
last year.
LAST MEETING: Miami recorded a 49-0 rout of
MATCHUP: Toledo, which is coming off a bye
.
week, recorded an upset over then-ranked No. 9 Buffalo last year.
MATCHUP: Ben Roethlisberger, who passed for
Pittsburgh but faltered against Syracuse in its last
outing. Bruce Gradkowski's favorite target is 369 yards in a 45-20 rout of Akron last weekend en
Lance Moore, whose average of 7.4 receptions a route to being named MAC East Division offensive
game rank him ninth in the nation. Eastern player of the week, is also getting help from a '
Michigan gave up 31 unanswered points in the soo- defense that is ranked t4ird in the MAC in total
ond half in a 31-3 loss against rival Western defense and first in rushing defense. Buffalo is rid, ing a 16-game losing streak.
Michigan
PREDICTION: Miami 40, Buffalo 10.
PREDICTION: Toledo 26, Eastern Michigan 17.

Bowling Green (4-.1) vs. Western Michigan (3-2)
SERIES: Bowling Green leads 29-14-3.
LAST MEETING: Bowling Green scored a 48-45
overtime victory against Western Michigan last
year.
.
MATCHUP: With a No. 26 AP poll ranking,
Bowling Green owns the MAC's stingiest defense,
which is first in total defense (303 yards a @Ille)
and scoring defense (13.8 a game), and. also its
most potent offense, which accounts for 520 yards
a game. Western Michigan, which held Eastern
Michiga.Il to three points last weekend, sports the
fourth-best passing attack in the nation beI:µnd the
w arm of Chad Munson.
i.
J;i
PREDICTION: Bowling Green 21, Western
Michigan 20.

Cal Poly (3-2)vs.Akron (3-3)
SERIES: This is the first meeting between the
two schools.
MATCHUP: Akron's Charlie Frye, who owns 40
school records, has thrown for more than 300
yards in four of six outings this season, but a costly interception last weekend halted a comeback
attempt, as Akron fell to Miami of Ohio 45-,20. Cal
Poly, which plays as an independent·in Division 1AA, is 9oming off a 17-14 loss.
·
PREDICTION: Akron 31, Cal Poly 17
Last week: 5-0 (5-0 against spread).
Season: 23-10 (22-11 against spread).
~

- FRITZ LORISTON

*Students.... attend at least t 5 ·bome sporting events ·
before the end.
men~$ basketbaU season and you and
a friend . may lie going to the hottest music awards show .
in Las Vegas! :.Log on;to .,...ucfathletlc.s11com for a
" fisting of )complete contest. ruler and more information.·
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Want to get involved' on campus and have a say in
traditions we create? Theh;, joi.h the Pride and Tradition
CommJjtee. · Either email gert@mail.~cf.edu ol," just sho,,,,·
up on Wac,kadoo's patio on Wednesday,. October 22nd·
at 2 p.m. to meet!
·

GO KNIGHTSI,
•
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1
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an massacre
DANA DELAPI
Senior StaffWriter

JERROD ROCKHILL

'Happy Tree Friends' DVD 'Second Setving'

Staff Writer

Find out what's worth your
time when you're out of class.
Don't stay home - GET OUT!

Thursday Oct. 9
Sometimes teachers offer extra
credit to students who visit cultural events. I know my English
teacher did, so here is a great
opportunity for students to get a
little culture. Theatre. Downtown
on Orange Avenue is a small, cozy
tbeater seating
only 100 people.
It will perform
the
theatrical
rendition
of
Harper
Lee's
fl;lllled novel, "To
Kill
a
Mockingbird"
tl)rough Nov. 1.

J

6ET OUT!

~~memorab~~

Alabama lawyer
Atticus Finch and his pr~cocious
daughter, Scout, is portrayed on
the stage where the audience can
see a whole different world Alabama in 1935. Tickets are $12
for students. Call 4077841-0083 for
more information.

Friday Oct. 10

ill'

. With Halloween just around the
corner, Orlando is becoming one
huge haunted attraction. Every
Friday in October the Orange
County Regional History Center
hosts
Haunted
History
· Happenings. The reception begins
at 6:30 p.m. where visitors can
snack on hors d'oeuvres, beer and
·wine. Take a deep breath, because
you are about t<jl tour the museum' s Grand Jury Room and
Courtroom B. These two rooms are
rumored to be haunted. Whether
·you believe in .ghosts or not, the
Orlando Ghost Tour at ORHC is
one spooky time. Make rese:rVations beforehand as _space is limited. Tickets are $40 per person. For
more information, call 4077836-

Many
of
us
from
Generation-X and those in the
earlier half of Gen-Y have grown
up
with
such
"wholesome"
and
entertaining cartoons as
"G.I. Joe: A Real American
Action Hero," "He-Man and
the Masters of the Universe,"
"The Smurfs," "Thundercats"
and "Transformers."
Whatever the show was, it ·
probably left us with some. sort
of kitschy psychol9gical disorder or strange interpretations of
reality. For example, in the cartoon series "G.I. Joe," it seemed
as if no one ever died; assault
rifles shot laser beams, which
never seriously or fatally
harmed anyone.
I wonder if anyone felt as
deceived as I did when.I discovered that guns don't shoot
lasers.
Compared to the shows of the
previous decade, the '80s druglaced cartoons tainted with
"harmless" violence were
extremely radical.
Now; times have changed
again.
For better and for worse,
"wussy" politically correct cartoons dominate daytime and
primetime TY. More visual and
language-expressive ' shows,
such as "South Park," "Invader
Zim," "Futw·ama," "Family
Guy" and "Sealab 2021," are
forced to later time slots.
However much we may enjoy
these shows, our generation
always seeks out to what extent
their constitutions can handle.

hits stores Oct. 14

"Happy
.Tree

Friends,"
an Internet
cartoon
series,
does
just that.
It's not the.
insane amount of
senseless gore, violence or situations
our furry little friends
endure ... actually it is.
Screw morals.
The episodes that feature
these cute little critters end in
vividly realistic situations involving' everything from icicles and
floor buffers, to deli-meat slicing machines and a rack full of ·
kitchen knives.
Sure, with character
PLEASE SEE
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Welcome to the circus
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Saturday Oct. 11 ·
This Saturday, have a little competitive fun with your friends. XS
Orlando has Late Night Lunacy at
10 p.m. every Friday and Saturday.
The best thing about Late Night
Lunacy is bottomless beer, well
liquor and house wine for only $15!
If you're a Florida resident, you'll
receive 25 percent off the price of
certain game cards. Race your
friends, shoot some targets or
dance to the rhythm of the bar, but
be sure to do it at XS on Saturday
nights. XS Orlando is located in
Pointe Orlando. The party lasts
until 2 a.m. Call 407-22(}8922. .

~ Sunday Oct.12

Caged in a pen, an angry bull
waits to rock the world of the next
brave rider. Thre~, two, one - the
· action begins as the bull tears out
: of the pen frantically bucking the
· rodeo star perched on its back.
· Sound exciting? The 111th Annual
Silver Spurs Rodeo comes to
Central Florida, and today is the
final day of the action packed
event. Sunday is Family Day and
tickets are just $15. The rodeo ·
begins at 2:30 p.m. The new Silver
Spurs Arena in Kissimmee hosts
the action and, thrills of the rodeo.
Call 407-67-RODEO for tickets and
directions.

Monday Oct. 13
A whole ,event dedicated solely
to tasting food from area restaurants? Now that is what I call a
dream come true. Food, food and
. more food is the name of the game
: at the 11th Annual . A Taste of
· Altamonte Springs. Restaurants
· : such a.S Chevy's, The Melting Pot,
Amigo's, Boston Market and the
. Orlando Ale House all offer tastes
of their specialty foods. The event
starts at6 p.m. Tickets are $15 in
advance and $20 at the gate. vtsit
www.tasteofaltamonte.org or call
407-497-0636.
J.

I
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she said laughingly.
The wackiest tidbit in the
apartment isn't the plastic
bowling pins in the hall or
"Bob the Flamingo." It's the
kiddy pool that appears in the
center of the living room.
GINA SCANLON
Apparently; it was junior
Contributing Writer
Christina Jones, 20, who
Ever look around the came up with the idea Why
apartment and heave a sigh of all the crazy stuff? The fact is
disappoint]Il.ent? Maybe it they don't have a television in
could use a little something. the living room. They're
Possibly a hanging inflatable forced to be creative.
And what do their parents
cactus or a plastic bowling
alley in the hallway? Or how tbink of their flamboyant little
g1ow-in-the-d::µ-k hacienda?
"My mother
about
snakes to decorate the living called it a happy room," said
room chairs? Use pink lawn sophomore
Chapman.
flamingos for character?
Sophomore Emily's Scibetta,
Okay, so maybe this isn't 19, says her parents are "g1ad
your idea of fine living. But to see all she has accomthat hasn't stopped Nicole plished since starting colChapman, Mariana Chao, lege."
Christina Jones and Emily
The thing that makes this
Scibetta from pursuillg their apartment charming is its
"extreme tacky'' apartment surprises. Everything is so
theme. 'lb put it mildly, this colorful and outrageous that
room screams at the top of its it's impossible to notice everylungs. After a bad day; this thing at once. What are their
apartment doesn't leave room friends' initial reactions to
for wallowing in sorrow.
entering this crazy little
Every time people come to . world? The girls say their visvisit, they are allowed to deco- itors either love it or hate it.
rate the wall with a sticker. "Every time someone comes
The girls even have quite the in here they always notice
conversation piece in the something new," said Jones.
The apartment would be
kitchen. Chao, 19, came up
with the crazy idea to put Abe even more outrageous if they
Lincoln on a tractor wearing a were able to paint. Academic
sombrero hat. "It was just a Village rules, however, prespontaneous thought I .had," . vent them from doing so. As
for their future decorating
plans, the girls have been
thinking about purchasing a
six-foot inflatable monkey
they spotted on e-Bay. They
even have a special surprise
planned for Halloween.
Strangely; no members of
the group have any decorating experience whatsoever. In
fact, their majors couldn't be
further from interior design.
Jones is a legal studies major;
Scibetta is studying forensic
science; Chao is a music education major; Chapman is
studying advertising and pulr
lie relations.
Despite the divergent
paths of study; it seems the
foursome is well on its way to
a master's in tacky design.
Got a pl,ace to be considered for Cribs? E-mai l
li festylRs @UCPnews.corn

PHOTOS BY AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA fUTURE

Christina Jones, a Junior dwelling in an apartment that is appropriately called a "Circus':
leaps into her kiddie pool, which sits in place of a coffee table that would be found in a
typical home. Below, roommates Marianna Chao, Nicole Chapplan, Emily Scibetta, and
Christina Jones gather together in their wildly decorated Acatlemic Villiage Apartment.
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Partisan

politics now
in paperback
DUFFY HERY
Contributing Writer

After the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
the entire nation b~came more
involved with the news. However, it
seems that the country was not interested in political news but more
involved with the rising popularity of
political banter.
Books that have short, attentiongrabbing titles like "Shut Up and
Sing', "Slander" and "Stupid White
Men" have been jumping off shelves as
fast as the Harry Potter books.
Expressing both sides of the political
spectrum, these books are constantly
attackingthe other side.
In the conservative corner there is
Bill O'Reilly and Anne Coulte1: In the
liberal corner there is Michael Moore
and Al Franken. While there are many
others, these f~w have been the most
noteworthy mi television. radio and in
book sales.
All of these authors promote themselves as being truthful and accurate
to the American people. UCF profes. sors have a different opinion about
their opinions.
''There is a tremendous accuracy
problem with [partisan books]," said
Dwight KieL a UCF political science
instructor.
O'Reilly's newest book, ''Who's
Looking Out Fbr You?," is a book about
current government issues. Fbr the
most part, he refrains from bashing
liberals, but there is a lot of blaming of
Al Gore and Bill Clinton for the laziness in America today.
O'Reilly considers himself an independent, with a tendency to lean right
inhis arguments. He feels the war with
Iraq is the case of President Bush
fighting for what he believes in.
Another conservative heavy hitter
is Coulter.·She has recently released.
her new book ''Treason," which discusses her take on the history of h"beral treachery. She attacks the evil liberal creation of McCarthyism, stating
that Sen. Joe McCarthy did not ruin
people's lives during his communist
hunt.
This leads into her criticism of former president Clinton and every other
liberal in the United States. She refers
to Clinton and "his fat oleaginous
face," then calls Hillary Clinton "angry;
mean, intolerant, inflext"ble and judgPLEASESEE

AUTHORS ON BS

'Laramie' 'is compelling, controversial
DENADELAPI

Scenes (above
and below)
illustrate the
variety of
controversial
issues that
surrounded
the event of
Matthew
Sheppard's
death in
Laramie,
Wyoming. The
play, based on
the events in
1998, surround
the stigmas of
hate crimes
against
homosexuals
and how
members of
the community
reacted.

Senior StaffWriter

UCF Black Box Theatre's
new play, "The Laraffiie Project,"
which opens today and continues through Oct. 19, strikes a
chord with its cast and aims to
do the same with its audience.
· The production by Moises
Kaufman and the Members of
Tectonic Theater Project tells the
story of Matthew Shepard, a 21year-old University of Wyoming
student who was severely beaten
and tied to a tree in a Laramie,
Wyo.
Shepard died days later while
in the hospital, a victim of a
vicious hate crime because of his
sexual orientation.
Members of the Tectonic
Theater project made several
''.After I watched the HBO
trips to Laramie after the beating
and during the trial of the men special, I got chills," John said. "I
accused of killing Shepard. After realized ... this happened. It has
of hundreds of interviews with really opened my eyes to how
Laramie
residents,
"The much hate there is."
Many cast members hope
Laramie Project" was born. All
.the scenes and lines in the play that the play will touch the
came straight from those inter- hearts of audience members.
Jen Sosnick, 21, who plays
views.
The production's director, UCF Islamic feminist Zubaida Ula,
associate professor Belinda stressed that this story has
Boyd, hopes that the play is "edu- "meaning and substance - you
cational, instructional and inspi- walk away with a moral." The
issues in the story made Sosnick
rational."
Boyd teaches a theater rethink her own friendships. "I
course in cultural diversity in took having friends that' are'gay
which students studied "The for granted/' she said "I never
Laramie Project." The play realized that my gay friends have
sparked discussion among stu- another life to live when they are
outside their own bubble."
dents.
"It had magic just by reading Overall, the actors in "The
it; imagine what it could be on Laramie Project" deliver a
stage," she said. "It is an incredi- strong and compelling performbly educational piece for all of us. ance about an issue still evident
in society. The subject matter
It really represents the issue."
The story is portrayed in and language can be shocking,
scenes as well as individual but the message of awareness
monologues. The cast of nine and open-mindedness is what
UCF students has been rehears- this performance strives to
ing for more than a month. Each impart.
Rejinald Woods-Hill, 27,
actor portrays at least five or six
remembers the 1998 Matthew
characters in the story.
· "I hope I do the real people Shepard incident and said it
involved justice," said Keston touched his heart then and still
John, 19. John portrays many of does now. Woods-Hill worked as
Matthew Shepard's supporters. the assistant dh·ector on the proOriginally the theater major did duction and is a music theater
major at UCF. Alongwith the cast
not want to do the play. ·
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and Race Book

COLUMBUS DAY
MONDAY·- OCT 13TH
Jai-Alai Matinee - Noon
50C Hot Dons, 50C Soft Drinks
· & 50C Beer <Mat. & Eve. >

*College Students Always 'F ree
(With ;\Talid I.D.)
and director, Woods-Hill hopes
"The Laramie Project" will open
people's eyes and change
attitudes. "I hope that once you've
gone and seen it, you would tell
other people,'' he said "That is the
beauty of 'The Laramie Project."'
Performances are at 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday with
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names like Cuddles, Giggles,
Sniffles, Toothy and Petunia, it's
hard to believe anything bad
happens to our Happy Tree
Friends.
Fbr instance, one of the shows
I enjoy the most starts out with
Lumpy, the dimwitted blue colored moose, ironing his shirt and
mixing batter. The doorbell rings
and Lumpy rushes to the door in
all but a towel, leaving the electric iron and mixer on.
Standing in front of a Girl
Scout selling cookies, Lumpy's
towel gets carried off in the wind.
The Girl Scout starts screaming,
and Lumpy hurries tO grab
his shirt off the ironing
board. Tripping on
a wire, Lumpy
hits the ironing board and
the iron flies
across
the
room. The iron
hits our poor Girl
Scout in the face.
As the searing
hot iron scalds
the youngster,
Lumpy is struggling to put his
·shirt on. In his
frustration, Lumpy
smacks the mixer, and it
goes flying in the air as well.
The mixer hits the Girl Scout
and drills straight into her eye
sockets. She screams in horror
as the mixer keeps on drilling.
Eventually falling out, the mixer
is followed by waterfalls of blood
from her eye sockets. A second
later, her eyes roll out.
The lifeless girl stands there
with bloodied, twisted, torqued
holes where her eyes use to be.
It cuts away to a bloody cake
and to Lumpy, who is partially
wearing his shirt. With the classic cartoon Jade, the short show
ends.
You're sitting there with an
utter gawk on your face, thinking, "that was wicked awesome."
Or at least that's how I was.
With every passing episode,
you almost feel you can predict
what's coming. Luckily, the fine
people behind "Happy Tree
Friends" continue to throw curve
ball after curve ball.
This delicious, addictive-as[ crack cartoon series hails from

<

.

the minds of Rhode Montijo and
Aubr(ly Ankrum, after they
worked on a debunked television
.,commercial project, which failed
to air. The concept of "Happy
Tree Friends" would remaiµ dormant for years until a chance
opportunity.
Montijo, a graduate of the
California College of Arts and
Crafts, ended up sketching a cute
little character on a piece of construction paper with the line
"resistance is futile" along the '
bottom. That was the beginning
of what we lmow now as "Happy
Tree Friends."
However, it wasn't until
Montijo joined up with Navarro,
a graduate of San Francisco
State
University's
Animation program,
that "Happy Tree
Friends" was officially born.
Since the release
of their one-minute
long Web shorts,
"Happy
Tree
Friends"
has
become a nearcult obsession with
Web-savvy twentysomethings.
Interactive greeting cards and a
Christmas and holi. day card series later helped
the "Happy Tree Friends" characters spread all over the internet.
If you don't have a computer,
don't fret. Mondo Media released
a DVD back in January; and
they're releasing a new DVD this
month.
That's right; the new "Happy
Tree Friends" DVD "Second .
Serving'' hits the shelves Oct. 14.
The first DVD, "First Blood,"
had mixed reviews, but a majority identified the senseless gore
as extremely tantalizing and
absurdly addictive.
The second DVD contains 17
episodes,
new
premiere
episodes, special features, one
bonus episode, the Kringle
Christmas card collection,
behind-the-scenes with the
show's creators and the
Smoochies interactive cards.
After viewing the second
DVD, I say that's it's a wise addition to anyone's DVD collection,
but it's "not intended for small
chil~n or big babies."
~

This Ad Good

a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday.
The play is sold out, but those
interested in seeing the show can
arrive early and be put on a waiting list as seats may become available. Tickets are $6 for students
with a valid UCF ID and $10 for
adults. Fbr tickets please call 407823-1500.

For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

HWY 17·92 & 436 Call (407) 339·6221
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Bizarre cartoon delivers
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Switchfoot's 'Beautiful' not a 'Letdown'
DENADELAPI
Senior Staff Writer

The modern-rock quartet Switchfoot
released its fourth album, a palette of
beautiful lyrics and very few musical
upsets. ''The Beautiful Letdown" is a
solid album that embraces life while
examining the good, the bad and the ug1.y
always present in the world.
While the melodies tend to drag during certain songs, the lyrics draw the
audience into a world of inspiration and
celebration of life. Ballads suit this band
·of former surfers far better than any of
its heavier rock songs.
Many times, the beauty and meaning
of the songs are drowned out by the guitar riffs and severe drum beats. Still,
Switchfoot has more good tracks than
bad ones, which makes for a stunning,
complete package.
The album's first singie, "Meant Tu
Live," gives a clear view of the band's
sound and reveals the soulful, searching
words of lead singer and guitarist Jon

Authors only
reinforce
views of fans
FROM
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mental."
She also attacks many
celebrities in the news who have
voiced their opinion. Coulter and
other partisan writers have
ambushed people like Moore,
Janeane Garofalo and Sean Penn
for their political beliefs.
American
National
Government professor Cindy
Benson, while understanding
that the partisan literature is still
biased, feels it can be a valid
news source.
''.Anyone can spin facts to be
exactly what they want," Benson
said. "One must just realize that
they need to read both sides of
the argument, and read with your
head and your heart, }Vithout forgetting either one."
Coming to the hberal defense
is Moore and his book "Stupid
White Men." In the beginning,
this book deals with the 2000
presidential election, and he
attacks each member of
President Bush's cabinet.
He then moves on to criticize
corporateAm~rlf.a, and the problems- with the environment. His
comments, however, always lead
back to Bush. He gets personal
with the entire Bush family; citing
incidents with the ,president's
daughters add their alcohol use.
Moore just relea,sed his
newest ' book, entitled "Dude
Where's My Country?"
"I read 'Stupid White Men'
this summer, and while I didrl't
agree with all of [Moore's] viewpoints, I did like how he promoted
getting involved with your local
government,"
said
senior
Jennifer Barthel "fm currently
trying to get my ultra-conseJVative husband to read [it]," she
said.
Another liberal using the right
as a plinching bag is Franken.
Franken is best known for his
time as a writer and performer
for "Saturday Night Live." His
book is entitled, "Lies, and the
Lying Liars Who Tull Them: A
Fair ·and Balanced Look at the
Right."
He goes right on the offensive,
jabbing at the credibility of
O'Reilly, Coulter, Sean Hannity
and the rest of Fbx News. With
chapter titles such as ''.Anne
Coulter is a Nutcase," it's not difficult to tell where Franken is;.
coming from.
Contrary to some of the UCF
professors' opinions, students
have been buying into these partisan heavy weights.
Sophomore PatrickRostock is
an avid reader of opinion books.
He read Coulter'!) previous book,
"Slander," along with Daniel
Flynn's ''Why the Left Hates
America" and Franken's book
"I believe students should be
reading at least something political to give them a perspective of
each side," said Rostock "I don't
believe it should be used as a
valid news source."
The UCF bookstore reported
that Coulter, Franken and
O'Reilly each sold out their first
ordered set. Moore's "Stupid
White Men" sold more copies ·at
the student bookstore than the
paperback "Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban" in the past
52 weeks. None of these books
were required readingfor a class.
· The professors and students
do seem to agree on one. idea.
They believe these books will
only fortify the opinions of those
who already agree with the
a or.

Fbreman. The equally sentimental ''This
is Your Life" deseIVes praise and reveals
the band's Christian roots. ,
With "More Than Fine," Switchfoot
· missed the point. The song is highpit9hed. The band tried using a different
sound, which just doesn't suit them at all
It's hard to hear this song and believe
they thought it was worthy of a place on
the disc.
The soulful ballad "24" rounds out the
CD, giving it a perfectly beautiful ending.
The telling lyrics of a 24-year-old's
search for meaning in his life are laced
with religious overtones, but nonetheless, it lifts up the listener.
Ultimately, the album is a wonderful
combination of modem rock sounds and
bittersweet ballads. Switchfoot has risen
above mediocrity to give music fans a
stellar album with definite possibility.
The majority of the songs are noteworthy, with only a few leaving listeners
behind. .
Switchfoot will be performing in
Orlando on Oct. 24 at The Social

• INCENSE
•STICKERS
•INDIAN
TAPE9TRIES
•GRATEFUL
DEAD,

BOB MARLEY
&STRING
CHEESE
INCIDENT
MERCHANDISE
•AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!
COURTESY SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT

Whether or not you're Christian, this group is something that everyone can
enjoy with its delight combination of soulful ballads and modem rock. Despite
the religious connotations, the lyrics however are spiritually ambiguous.
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HELP WANl'ED

Full Sail's Avid Xpress Pro Lab is one of over 60 studios, production suites, arid computer labs located. on campus.

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for ·
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
S'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!
. r

ACTIVISTS WANTED
For campaigning to increase FLA's min.
wage. Earn $250-400/wk and improve
the lives of working families in FL. Call
Joey@ 407-254-5912 for interview.

• Ii\

Servers Required - FT/PT for Tuscana
Restaurant at Avalon Park. Call
407-382-9620.

Mult. Therapists Needed!
Flexible Hours - Work with Autistic
boy 3 yo. Child dev., speech, OT, PT or
Behav. Bckgrd Needed.
Training provided - 407-898-7127
Florida's Newest Floating Resort
Now Hiring for UCF area office:
" Web Graphic Designer
" Cruise Sales Position
Sell Starter, Driven and Aggressive
Earn $$$ Commission
Full/Part Time
Email Travelresume @mail.com
Fax-407-249-8119
Servers Required - All shifts avail. for
Raptors at Avalon Park.
Call 407-380-3300.

~~ll.

Aeaf Wortd ~ation

YOU CAN GET THERE FROM >

ERJE

407 .679.6333
fullsail.com
3300 University Boulevard
Winter Park, FL 32792
Financial aid available to those who qualify •Job placement assistance •Accredited College, ACCSCT

-----

C 2003 Full Sail, Inc.. All rights reserved. The terms "Full Sail," "Full Sail Real World Education," "You Can Get There Fr'om Here" and the Full Sail logo are either registered service marks or servic~ marks of Full Sail, Inc.
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$100's to $1,000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 622772,
Oviedo, FL 32762.

Computer Whiz
Wanted as partner for PDA project.
Will be working with Palm OS. Terms
negotiable. Call Kevin 407-264-0681.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney.areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-F~i 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages 16-24
Order Online, Easy commission plan.
Call .407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.
. Sales Reps Needed PT/FT
Great products/ services. Growing IT
company. Fax resume 407-671 -3290 or
email: resume@computerinstructors.net.

$ Make up to $2,500 weekly $
Now hiring home workers. Many honest
companies need you now. For
information send $4 and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Longo
Financial
204 Center Church Rd.
McMurray, PA 15317 .

Security person. FT & PT LBV area. 1st
and 2nd = $9, $9.50 after 90 days, 3rd =
$10, $10.50 after 90 days. Benefits,
school & lie. cost reimburse. Fax
response to 407-658-6103.
Large church seeking Assistant Director
.of Music. Primary resp. to oversee.&
direct children's music + other
administrative duties. Send resume &
letter of interest to: Dir. of Music Ministry,
Donna Ryder or donnar@fumcwp.org.
125 N. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789 or
call 407-644-2906 for more information.
Childcare wanted for newborn. Seeking
experienced, responsible, reliable &
loving person to care for our daughter in
our Downtown home. Students in
Nursing/Education prog. pref. Candidale
should have experience w/ young
babies. Needed 25-30 hrs/wk mornings
& early afternoons. If interested please
call Jennifer at 407-897-7060 or email
jriel@mindspring.com.

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19:32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

Dennis Uniforms is hiring top notch
friendly customer service orientated
employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk.
Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 6 and every other Sat.
10 - 2. Can be split between two people.
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 or
call Rona or Kira at 407-292-0395 x 301.

BEAUTY PAGEANT
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
hair, make-up and modeling instr.
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
Marylou- 407-275-0513.

Housekeeper needed weekly I 8hrs. for
home 2 miles from campus. $10 I hr.
Any day of the week is OK w/ us.
Fax your info to: 407-658-6103.
We will call you for in.terview.

. $250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 eXI. 602

NEW RESTAURANT 0PENINC

Errand driver needed. 3-4 errands a week.
Good driving record & decent car a must.
Female preferred. Please call
407-365-5283.
Female Tutor Needed for History and
Spanish for 2hrs/wk and Math for
2hrs/wk. A+ student please respond .
to thaisingha@aol.com or call
407-947-2420.
Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Baby Sitter Needed. Experience req.,
references needed, valid drivers lisence
and reliable trans. Background Check
will be conducted. Call 407-579-7764.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT.
Free information.
.w ww.everything2gain.com
Voice and Piano lessons needed for two
' students in my home. Very close to UCF
campus. Call 407-365-5283.
Valet parking attendants needed for the'
Orlando/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.
BABYSITTER WANTED!
Exp'd, good with kids. One wknd
nVweek(to start) Must have own
car/transp. Alt. Springs area.
GOOD PAY! Call April 407-772-0100

Nanny for school-aged children. FT. Flex
sched. Must be free after 13 pm daily.
Live-in/Live-out. Exp. only. $1600/ino.
Contact 407-925-5218 or
swimpark@aol.com.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

A FEW GOOD STUDENTS
· needed for brand new 4/2/2
spacious Avalon home.
·$1450/molith +utilities.
Available Now
Call Howard (407) 292 1357

Awesome Brand New Home
3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF,
. community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247:

LOOK
2 rooms avail. in a large house close
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.
1 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M or F.
$500/mth. All util. incl. plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347.
East Orlando - Waterfront and New
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gar., LR, DR, FR, eatin kitchen, every upgrade and most
options. All appl. incl! $1290-1390/mo.
Very Nice! 407•833-0063.
Colonial and Alalaya area. 1O mins from
UCF. 3/2. W/D. Dishwasher incl. Tiled in
living area. New carpet in bedrooms.
High-speed ipternet ready. Yard.
Garage. $1200/mo. 407-262-2067.
Cottage w/ a sleeping loft. Incl. electricity
& water. $350/mo. Close to UCF in a
queit wooded area. Call 407-366-6413.

to
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$350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

Roommate Wanted.
4/2 fully rumished with all utilities. Grejlt
ammenities. $445/mo. Call 407-926-4850.
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo;;
Queen w/ desk, book shelves, ,,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette~w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, & .
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.

Approximately 19 million·
American adults are affected
by Depression each year.
At Olive Garden each course adds to the next. Every flavor stands out. yet mixes well \,'/ith the overall essence of the
meal. The same is true when you work here; you're valued for your individual tastes and talents.
Everyone is a special part of the Hospitaliano! experience.

In other words? you?re not'alone.

Those suffering from Depression may have the following symptoms:

0 feeling sad or irritable
0 fatigued or tired all the time
D lacking in motivation
D not enjoying activities as much
Here's a little taste lo get you started. Our benefits include .flexible schedules,-excellent training, meal discounts.
paid vacation, medical/dental insurance, 40l(k) savings plan and management career advancement opportunities.
Come see the difference we're making at Olive Garden. To apply visit us Monday-Saturday, 8am-6prn and then
again Monday-Friday, 8am-6pm at: 4101 Conroy Road, Orlando (Next to the Millenia mall)

If any of these symptoms sound fam iliar, you may
qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate

evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a
comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and
compensation. Appointments always available.
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understanding. informing: itnproving lives.

www.olivegarden.com

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 54

An Eq1111/ Ofipommity Employer, M/FID/V.
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UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female pref.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.
F Student Seeks F/M for 3/2 newer
house 10 min. from UCF. Close to
Waterford, free roadrunner, $365/rtlo. +
1/3 util. 3 mo. lease. Call 772-215-6871.
1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miles from
UCF. Bedroom not furnished. $415 + util.
Must be clean. Call 407-489-3075.

Do you like•••
• A work location near UCF?
•A casual work environment?
•Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

Then Trader F?ublishin.9
is for you!

Looking for roommate to share 3/2
home on Dean Rd. min. from UCF.
High speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D and util. inal. for $500/mo. Call
407-721-3945.
Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable lncluded.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
' 954-494-8659.

.~.~
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Our agents avg. $12.50/hr.

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

WANTED:
Students To Take
Online Surveys Fo·r Money
,Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
4

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection
~or More Info, Please Visit:

'"

www.SurveysForStudents.com
,lk'°'.A

"'
, "'

M/F roommate wanted. Nice, quiet
lakeside 211 apt in Heather Glen.
350/mo, + util. W/D, prem. cable, high
speed DSL, and unfurn.
Call 407-927-2111.

.:..

Brand New 2bd/2.5ba in Waterford
Lakes $1200/mo., two story town house,
gated comm., garage, sec. sys., and . .
private bath in ea. room. Contact Kelly
@ 407-538-8227. Available ASAP!!
-

1/1 in a 313 at Village at Alafaya Club.
F pref. Sep. lease. Priv. bath, walk-in
closet, plenty of parking. W/b. Furnished,
trash pick-up. $509/mo. incl. all utils.
Avail. immediately. Call 727-742-2246.

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
~==--"
1 bedroom/ 1 bath apt. at ~efferson Lofts.
Available ASAP. $900/mo. incl.
everything. W/D. Completely furnished.
Covered parking spot.
Call 813-786-9252.

SPACIOUS
TOWNHOUSES

Mendel Villas
2 bed/2 bath w/garage

"Only $650
including washer & dryer

AVAILABLE NOW!
Call 407-324-7773
"
.,. Walking distan~ to UCF!

.

Efficiency for Rent
Rouse Rd. near Colonial. Private
Entrance, single family home, tiled,
everything new, complete kitchenette,
own parking, $500 incl. util. and pest.
Call 407-810-1895 leave message.
Furnished/unfurnished apartment for
rent. Large 2 bedroom. 1/2 block from
Atlantic Ocea11. $650/mo.
Util. incl. Private parking.
512 Phoenix Ave. Day1ona Beach.
386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264.

Male Grad Student seeks M/F
for 4/2 house close to UCF.
Nice area, large lot, new flooring,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care.,water (cap),
phone, cable, high-speed Internet,
and storage, $425/mo. ·
Call Brett: 321-230-0658.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
. hottest destinations. Group
discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.~om or
800-838-8202.

Reasonable rates,
by the job or by the hoµr.
Reports? Resumes? Letters?
Whatever! I can help you
make a Wiflni,ng impre.ssion. ·
407-327-1'539
ju9eklin@bellsouth.net
~Member UCF Alumni Association•

,
UCFArea:
Home·in a quiet neigpborhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
,W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391 (H)
.
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-01 OO(B)

Northgate Lakes Apt. Room for Sublease. :
3bd/3ba, all util. and amenities incl.,
·ethernet, fully furn., free UCF shuttle,
and neg. rent. Call 215-630-6506.
Avail. ASAP!
2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Spring/Summer 04', $451 w/priv. bath
'cable, 3 HBQ's, and
and $428. Incl.
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes.
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave me_!>sage.

util.,

M needed for loft style, 2-story 4/4 for
$565/mo at Jefferson Lofts. Brand new
community, fully furn., resort style pool
and Jacuzzi, fitness center, comp.
center, game room, W/D, and reserved
parking. Admin. fee of $245 waivedlll
Contact Sean ASAP at 407-925-2033.
1 bed/1 bath in a 212 apt. in Arden Villas.
1/2 mile from UCF. Lux. apt w/ vaulted
ceilings & fireplace. Can have pets. Avail
now. No deposit needed. $450/mo.
386-795-1684.
1 bed/1 bath in 3/3 2 story apt.
@ Jefferson Lofts. Brand New!
Cable w/ 8 HBOs. W/D, walk-in closet.
$200 dep. $586/month.
Call 561 -252-5660 or 407-362-3032.

Room for Rent in 3/3 at Peg. Landing
$475/mo. Avail. Dec.-Jul. 31st.
Everything Included!! Move-in as early as
Dec. 11th, I will pay Dec. rent! No movein fee! Call Sarah 407-362-2461.

BED - Full size mattress set, new,
with warranty, $90. 407-275-0935.

BED
Queen pillow-top set. New, in plastic.
Sacrifice $140. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.

'86 Toyota Tercel SR5, Must selll K &
N airfilter, A/C, 2 fl< 4 wheel dr.
Appraised at $1900: Need cash. No
serious offer refused. Come see! Call
407-362-4422 or 305-992-1377.
'1990 Geo Metro
New tires, stick shift, 35-38 mpg., engine
runs smoothly. $500 or best offer. Call
407-482-4740 or 407-808-2140.
1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect condition,
A/C, power everything, fully loaded, only
66k miles. $4400, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-7283.

2001 Lexus IS300. Black int/ext. 37,000
miles, automatic or manual option, mint
condition. 1 month new low profile tires
paid 1 grand . MUST SELL in 1 month!!!
Asking $24,000 or best offer.
Call Melissa @407-529-7113.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.
Daniel's Tutoring Service
Tutor all math classes, K-12, as well as
all undergrad.math courses. Incl.
algebra, trig, stats, calc and all test prep.
6 yrs. exp. 407-427-0067.

Advanced Fitness Science.
Nutritional supplement based on Nobel
Prize research. Increased stamina,
performance, & recovery experienced.
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184.

night-time Caregiver/Personal
Assistant job. Live-out preferred.
Preferred hours would be Monday &
Wednesday (9/11pm ·Sam),
Tuesday - Thursday (anytime), Friday
(11pm - 7am), can work some
Saturdays and Sundays, or
Negotiable. Negotiable Salary.
Email for Resume with references to
Vsweetness21@aol.com or
call 321-356-0409

Male Incest Survivors

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701 -7432.

2 Female RoommateS! wanted. 4/2
home in quiet neighborhood, 1 mile from
UCF entrance. Home fully furnished
except bedroom. $450/month includes
utilities, W/D, DSL, & phone.
No lease required 407-830-8775.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins frorn UCF, $475/mo incl. utii, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-32~ or 239-461-5101 or
23~..633-9400.
'
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a look that expresses your

style,

your

create a fabulous
You'l.1 love what you discover.

personality, your life. Call me to
uniquely you.

look that's

Jennifer Hassani
Independent Beauty Consultant
>kww,marykcy.com/jhassani
407.281.9918
.

WIN $10,000 Cash in the Fall/Holiday Sweepstakes
'

,,

Visit my web site for details - no purchase necessary
Mention this a(j for a 15% discount off your 1st order

FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-F 9-5:30 ·1 SAT 9-4:30 I SUN CLOSED

407-681-671

s

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

r$1-~ocf.

OFF
·---------·

INTERNET BARGAINS
www.BaileysBlowoutBargains.com
NEW MERCHANDIS J BARGAIN PRICES

www. BaileysRetail Outlet.com
ONE STOP FOR 200 SHOPS

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

600
Best in Jamaica! Hottest Destinations!
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Campus Reps Wanted!
Call 1-800·733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, ·
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience In
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"
Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657-9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available now! 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com .

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

SUPPORT THE LOCAL MUSIC SCENE!
FLOrawk's 1st show. FREE at Stardust
Coffee & Video on Sun. Oct. 12th at
9:30p.m. 1842 E. Winter Park Road.
FLOrawk.com.

KAPPA SOCCER
Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

Advertisers - place your ad in
minutes. Call 407-447-4555. Even
faster, e-m·a il your classified to
classlfieds@ucfnews.com. Don't
forget to ask about our great rates.

38 yr. old great catch seeks a woman
who is more interested in pursuing the
joys of life than adding to the population.
Call 321-363-7298.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, a~d
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.
AA Meetings
Open to All
Campus Wellness Center (RWC111)
Tuesdays at 5:00pm
Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000·$2,000 this semester·
with a prov.e n CampusFundralser 3
hr. fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy w/
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser @
{888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Room for rent in 4/4 at Northgate Lakes.
$470/mo, avail. Jan.-Aug, early move-in
is Dec., 1 mo. FREE rent!!! Fully
furn. and util. incl. NO MOVE-IN 'FEE!! ·
Call Danielle @ 305-972-9025

Female roommate wanted. 3 bed/ 2 bath
home in the Union Park area with a dog.
Completely furnished . $ 400/mo. incl.
everything. Call 407-737-3714.
ksmiller1993 @yahoo.coni.

•

THRIFT SHOP: used items; great for
dorm rooms! Furn., collectables, and
many more unique/ unusual items. A little
bit of everything! 1486 Semoran Blvd:
Howell Branch + 436. 407-679-7884.

Share a house with heated pool and
workout room. Adjacent to Blanchard
Park. $400/ mo. incl. everything'.
Non-Smoker only. 321 -228-4636.

Female roommates wanted to share cute
4/2 house, Living room/den, kitchen,
laundry room, security system.
$295/mo. +utilities. 407-319-3751.

1

See yourself in o whole new way with a free makeover(

·, , .
· NEED A LAWY.ER?
•
· CALL A-P..-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defens~. DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,.
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
407-275-0612.

ROOM IN NEW WATERFORD
TOWNHOUSE (M/F)
2 mi from UCF, close to everything!
$445/mo +. 1/4 util. Hi-Spd inter,
cable. Gated comm. w/pool, SM pets
welcome. Call Shannon
407-312-7361 TODAY!

I;.8/;{·you

$49.95 student'special., ·
FREE cover letter included.'
~II 407~268-4l34 or e-mail~
resume!!ervices@c!l. rr.coro

Small group therapy (8 men). Meet
weekly in Orlando. All ages and
backgrounds. Exp. counselor. All calls
confidential. 407-628-5855.

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivisionoff of McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971 -2428.

r

Looking for a temporary

Rooms for rent. 1 mile from UCF
campus. W/D. Fully furnished.
$479/mo. incl. utll. First month free.
Call Emily 407-484-1525.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!

discover a

··~RESUMES·~·

·'·

Buy, sell, trade. Any1hing and everything.
Limited offer. Sell any1hing for free. Ads
are placed for full month. Save yourself
some money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free, it's .easy.
UCF AREA APT FOR RENT.
212 apartment in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $800/mo. Details in
http://4756.rentclicks.com.

Drowning In Debt?

MARY KAY®

..................................

Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
' consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203

*Writer-Editor*

Now hiring agents to,set
photog-r.apher appointments

Native Polish speaker offers tutoring in
Polish or Russian. Beginners to
Advanced.
Call Beata (407) 292 1357

HELP?

Let the Future's Help Wanted
section go to work for you
for as little as $6.50 an issue.
Call 407-447-4555
or e-mail
classifieds@udnews.com
today!
~

Male seeks Female

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sportscaster
Albert
5 Passport
endorsement
· 9 Pool shot
14 _ vera
15 Idyllic garden
16 La Scala
production
17 12 o'clock high
18 Landlord's due
19 Kind of candle
20 Coin collecting
23 O.J.'s judge
24 Hits the slopes
25 Reins
attachment
27 Junkie's
addiction
30 Faucet
32 Happening
33 Extra piece
36 Backtalk
37 Like some
cheddars
38 Scand. country
39 Abundance
42 Chocolate tree
44 TV controller
46 "The
of
Error?"
46 Wickerwork
material
48 Alone
49 Brouhaha
50 Create
advantageous
electoral districts
56 Verbalize
58 First-rate
59 Festive fete
60 Infielder's
bobble
61 Neall
62 Open-handed
blow
63 Down-and-out
64 Singer Nelson
65 Bivouac shelter
DOWN
1 Singer Aimee
2 Felipe, Jesus,
Moises or Matty
3 Part of SRO
4 Deer meat
5 Rats and
cockr~aches

@2003 Tribune Media services, Inc.
All right$ reserved.

6 Notions
7 Shipped
8 Debate side
9 Prom flowers
10 Mil. address
11 Payment
12 Emulate Cicero
13 Lord's house
21 "SNL" piece
22 Nestling's call
26 Droop
27 Beatles film
28 Very wicked
29 Range of skills
30 Trowel's big
brother
31 Cut away
33 Close up
34 "The
Not
Taken"
35 Where Paris
took Helen
37 Director Oliver
40 Final profit
41 Figurative
language
42 Coke or Pepsi
43 In the mid<fe of

Sponsored by

AFFORDABLE
LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE
Specializing in Families & Individuals
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN

407-443-4197
ratzm@bellsouth.net
MW/FL0041 - this ad expires on or belore 11/4/01

45 Pleasing to the ,-52
eye
53
46 Edgar Allan
Poe's bird
54
55
47 Worship
48 Church assembly 57
51 Track contest

Please see solutions on Plge A2 of next issue -

Symbolic cross
Chip's chipmunk
chum
Joie de vivre
Wholly absorbed
Provincetown
catch

Mon. 10/13
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UCF CONTINUING EDUCATION

HOW'S YOUR MATH DOING??
A merchant increased the 9riginal
price of an item by 10 percent. If
she then reduces the new price by
10 percent, the final result in terms
of the original price is*
A) a decrease of 11 percent
B) a decrease of 1 percent
C) no net change
D) an increase of 1 percent
E) , an increase of 11 percent

UCF Continuing Education... compare our prices... then, you do the math!
I

TEST PREP CLASSES FORMING NOW
GR~.

GMAT. LSAT, SAT, ACT
Test Preparation Courses ,

Register online at www.dce.ucf.edu ,
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional infonnation.

* If you chose answer "C'', come take one of our classes to brush up on a few testtaking techniques, especially the one about "Avoiding the Obvious Answer."
Please go to our website above to find the answer ... and then register for our next
available class .
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lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays
Campany Matching 401K
Business casual attire · Paid vacation·
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